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Preface

This thesis is submitted to the Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark (DTU), in partial fulfilment of the PhD degree in Physics. The work presented in this thesis was carried out at Radioecology Section of the Hevesy Laboratory, DTU Nutech from 1st December 2014 to 30th November 2017. The work consisted of installation of the new low-level gamma spectrometric laboratory, and applications of gamma spectrometry in the research carried out at the Radioecology Section. The project was supervised by Dr. Per Roos (main supervisor, Senior scientist at DTU Nutech) and Dr. Sven Poul Nielsen (co-supervisor, Senior scientist at DTU Nutech).

The work is presented in three separate chapters. Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the field of coincidence techniques and digital acquisition systems in gamma spectrometric measurements. Chapter 2 describes different approaches to lowering of detection limits in gamma spectrometry. Chapter 3 deals with absolute activity measurements using gamma-gamma coincidences. A general conclusion & perspectives are given in the end.
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### List of abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Analogue-to-digital converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEGe</td>
<td>Broad energy range germanium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIPM</td>
<td>International Bureau of Weights and Measures (Bureau International des Poids et Mesures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Electron capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEP</td>
<td>Full-energy peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full Width at Half Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUM</td>
<td>Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPGe</td>
<td>High-purity germanium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA</td>
<td>Minimum detectable activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUCLeGeS</td>
<td>Nutech Coincidence Low Energy Germanium Sandwich Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT</td>
<td>Photomultiplier tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Region of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>International System of Units (Système international)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>True coincidence summing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Gamma spectrometry is one of the most powerful radiometric techniques available. The non-destructive method enables both quantitative determination and identification of the majority of radioisotopes. Compared to other radiometric techniques, it has a great advantage in being able to detect minor isotopes, even in the presence of a large background from a multitude of other radioactive elements without any need for separating the isotopes. This has enabled the technique to be used as the standard tool in nearly all disciplines where radioisotopes are analyzed.

The technique plays an important role in environmental radioactivity, nuclear safety and reactor monitoring, nuclear medicine, isotope geology… Gamma spectrometric analysis of artificial radioisotopes in man (whole body counting) has improved the understanding of human metabolism, while the analysis of the very same radioisotopes in sea water has shed light on Arctic Ocean water circulation.

All of this is thanks to a deliberate and continuous effort to improve the technique over the years. With improvements in energy resolution, detector size and performance, coupled to better background reduction, studies of new phenomena in environmental radioactivity have become possible. Not seldom have these improvements occurred suddenly though discrete events. The introduction of digital signal processing in gamma spectrometry is definitely one such event, and it will, in the next coming years, revolutionize the way in which we acquire information through environmental gamma spectrometry.

Up till now, gamma spectra were measured in a way that the energy deposited in a detector was measured with an analogue chain (preamplifier, amplifier, ADC), events were saved in computer memory with its energy and arranged into a histogram called spectrum. With digital list-mode systems each event is saved with its energy and time-stamp when the event happened. In simple words, the difference between the standard gamma spectrum and time-stamped list-mode file can be compared to a difference between the long exposition photography and a video.

Coincidence gamma spectrometry exists from the early-days of nuclear research, but the complexity of such systems usually limited its use to large experiments or highly specialized applications. The systems needed delicate tuning for each particular experiment, and once the system was set-up and working, making changes was a cumbersome procedure. Often a change of a single cable (in a fast signal branch) made the system not working. With digital list mode gamma spectrometry, once the acquisition parameters are adjusted and the sample is measured, all the coincidence settings can be tested in post-processing. That means if different coincidence timing or energy gating is needed, it takes only minutes to generate a new spectrum, in contrast to ‘standard’ approach where the new measurement needed to be done (often a long time measurement if we’re dealing with low activity levels). That significantly simplified the process of setting up coincidence experiment. Widespread use of the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology led to reduction in size and price. A single digital unit replaced a whole set of special analogue units (like CFD, TAC, Coincidence unit, delay unit, shaper…). Small physical size enables integration of coincidence system to mobile (or hand-held) instruments. All that will make changes to gamma spectrometry in coming years, which cannot even be foreseen. Even now some producers are completely stopping the manufacturing of
standard analogue NIM bin modules, although the use of time-stamping is still at its start. Developments of IEC standard for list-mode data acquisition will certainly speed-up the things by making the implementation of the new technology into laboratory even easier. The standard will make the implementation easy, enabling universal coincidence acquisition and analysis software, in contrast to current approach where the most groups are developing its own software.

This thesis reveals some promising aspects of digital-list mode acquisition systems when applied to gamma spectrometry, from low-level measurements, where it can be used with veto detectors or multiple HPGe detectors for background reduction and efficiency enhancement, to measurements of high activity levels where, in some cases, coincidence signals with narrow energy gating, enable extraction of weaker signal hidden in high activity matrix.

The use of a sum-coincidence mode resulted in 17% efficiency increase. Summing of coincident events energies reconstructed the full energy of a photon Compton scattered between two detectors. Applying anticoincidence setting enables better sensitivity for $^{210}\text{Pb}$ determination by reducing background continuum for $\sim 15\%$. The two abovementioned methods can be applied also for low or ultra low-level measurements. For high activity samples, narrow energy window gates combined with coincidence gating resulted in almost complete background reduction, revealing the 605 keV $^{134}\text{Cs}$ peak under high $^{137}\text{Cs}$ background. This approach seems promising for determination of impurities in radiopharmaceuticals or characterization of decommissioning samples.

Application of digital systems in activity standardization measurements with liquid scintillation counting (LSC) has become a standard, but its introduction to photon-photon coincidence techniques is still pending full recognition. The last chapter gives some reasoning on possible ways how it could be done. Primary standardization method for $^{125}\text{I}$ using two NaI(Tl) detectors has been set-up at the Radioecology Section. New standardization method for $^{125}\text{I}$ based on two HPGe detectors has been developed. The method, although inferior in precision compared to NaI(Tl) method, has an advantage of not relying on total count rate measurement allowing $^{125}\text{I}$ activity standardization in the presence of impurities. Review of $^{60}\text{Co}$ standardization method is presented with a theoretical solution for extension to $^{134}\text{Cs}$ gamma-gamma standardization.
Resumé (in Danish)


Teknikken spiller en vigtig rolle inden for radioaktivitet i miljøet, nuklear sikkerhed og overvågning af kernereaktorer, nuklearmedicin, isotopgeologi mv. Gammaspektrometrisk analyse af menneskeskabte radioisotoper ved helkropsmålinger af mennesker har forbedret forståelsen af human metabolisme, mens analyser af de samme radioisotoper i havvand har belyst stor-skala cirkulation af vandmasser i det Arktiske Ocean.

Alt dette er takket være en bevidst og kontinuerlig indsats gennem årene for at forbedre teknikken. Med forbedringer i energiplosning, størrelse og ydeevne af detektorer, kombineret med bedre reduktion af baggrund, er erkendelser af nye fænomener inden for radioaktivitet i miljøet blevet mulige. Disse forbedringer har ofte fundet sted pludseligt, som diskrete begivenheder. Indførelse af digital signalbehandling i gammaspektrometri er afgrød en sådan begivenhed, og denne teknik vil i de kommende år revolutionere måden, hvorpå vi erhverver ny viden gennem undersøgelser af radioaktivitet i miljøet.

Indtil for nylig blev gammaspektre registreret ved, at energien deponeret i en detektor blev målt gennem en analog kæde af elektronikmoduler (forforstærker, forstærker, ADC), hændelser blev sorteret efter gammaenergi, gemt i et digitalt lager og fremvist i et histogram eller gammaspektrum. Digitale list-mode systemer gemmer hver begivenhed med energi og tidsstempel, når begivenheden sker. Forenket kan forskellen mellem et standard gammaspektrum og en list-mode fil med tidsstempler sammenlignes med forskellen mellem et langtidseksponeret fotograf og en video.


Det er i dag almindeligt at anvende digitale systemer til at standardisere målinger af radioaktive isotoper med brug af væskescintillation (LSC), men introduktion af digital list-mode systemer til gammaspektrometri afventer stadig at blive anerkendt. Afhandlingens sidste kapitel omfatter en diskussion af, hvordan det kunne gøres. En metode til at absolutbestemme $^{125}$I ved brug af to NaI(Tl) detektorer og koincidens-teknik er blevet etableret. Endvidere er der en ny metode til at standardisere $^{125}$I baseret på to HPGe detektorer blevet udviklet. Metoden med HPGe detektorer er mindre præcis end med NaI(Tl) detektorer, men har den fordel at ikke være afhængig af total tællingshastighedsmåling, hvilket tillader standardisering af $^{125}$I aktivitet i tilstedevær af urenheder. Desuden præsenteres en metode til at standardisere $^{60}$Co med en teoretisk løsning, der kan udvides til gamma-gamma standardisering af $^{134}$Cs.
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1. **General introduction**

The following chapter is an introduction to gamma spectrometry with multiple detector systems. A historical overview is presented with focus on the impact of development in digital acquisition systems. Later in the text, the digital acquisition system and post-processing software used in this work are also described.

1.1 **Motivation and historical perspective**

Gamma-ray spectrometry with high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors is often the technique of choice in an environmental radioactivity laboratory. It is non-destructive, special radio-chemical sample preparation is not needed, and many radionuclides can be determined in a single measurement, so it is used for fast and routine determination of radionuclides.

From the early days of nuclear physics research, gamma-ray detector arrays have been used in coincidence experiments for nuclear structure studies (Eberth and Simpson, 2008). The best multi-detector array of the time, NORDBALL, consisting of 20 Compton suppressed HPGe detectors was situated at Risø (Jerrestam et al., 1989; Piiparinen et al., 1993). Still today, large HPGe detector arrays are used for nuclear structure studies (Beck, 1992; Collins et al., 2017; Söderström et al., 2013; Van Duppen and Riisager, 2011; Venhart et al., 2017) and measurements of rare events (Agostini et al., 2013; Van Duppen and Riisager, 2011). Those are all large-scale facilities operated by large collaborations with experts in separate sub-fields, covering separately data-acquisition, experiment design, data analysis...

Bringing the methodologies from the large scale experimental nuclear and particle physics experiments to environmental radioactivity laboratories operated by a small group or even a single experimentalist, has become possible largely due to the developments in digital acquisition technologies. Systems which are easy to connect and adjust, replace a large number of NIM based analogue electronic units needed for coincidence measurements. List-mode data acquisition with time-stamped events enables change of various coincidence parameters in post-processing, that otherwise, with analogue systems, had to be pre-defined before the measurement. That significantly reduces the time needed for optimization measurements, as changes in coincidence widths or energy discriminators are introduced in the analysis steps. The same is true for the dead-time corrections.

Multiple multi-detector HPGe systems equipped with digital acquisition systems with time-stamping capabilities emerged during the last few years (R. Britton et al., 2015; Cagniant et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). The digital acquisition systems have also been used for the Compton and cosmic veto detectors. The main suppliers are CAEN and XIA; Canberra is also trying to get its share with the LYNX system. Still, many labs are using in-house developed systems.

1.2 **Digital acquisition systems**

CAEN digital multichannel analysers (MCA), models N6781 and DT5780, were used for the work conducted in this thesis. The following chapter is based mostly on the user manuals for CAEN
MCAs (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2015a, 2015b) and MC2 acquisition software (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2017).

CAEN MCA receives analogue signal from the preamplifier. The first step in the digital MCA is signal digitization. The signal is continuously digitized with a frequency of 100 MHz (14 bit ADC) at the input of the module (Fig. 1.1). After analogue-to-digital conversion, the digital signal is split into two parallel branches, one for timing and triggering, and the other one for the energy calculation based on Pulse Height Analysis (PHA). External clock-in and synchronization inputs are also available. Both MCAs have two input channels, so it possible to connect two detectors per MCA.

![Block diagram of the processing chain programmed into the Digitizer’s FPGA](image)

Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of the processing chain programmed into the Digitizer’s FPGA (taken from (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2017)).

On-board triggering in CAEN digital MCA is done via RC-CR2 digital trigger and timing filter (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2017). The occurrence of the event (time stamp) corresponds to zero crossing of the RC-(CR)^2 filter, Fig. 1.2. Similarly to constant fraction discriminator triggering (CFD), it is independent of the pulse amplitude, but there might be some dependence on a pulse rise-time (Leo, 1994). The digital MCA has an efficient pile-up rejection system, only the events arriving within 1.5 input rise-time will not be recognized as pile-ups. Non-extending dead time is used with a user set hold-off value applied after each pulse, disabling the triggering in the dead time window. Pulse height analysis is based on trapezoidal digital filter (Jordanov and Knoll, 1994).

MC2 software provided by CAEN was used for the acquisition. After the detector is connected, all the acquisition parameters are adjusted through the MC2 user interface. MC2 provides oscilloscope mode and it generates histograms (energy spectra), so MC2 is sufficient for setting-up the detector. Energy resolution obtained with CAEN digital MCAs was generally the same as with standard analogue NIM electronics. Dead time is not an issue in low-level systems, but the experiments with high/moderate count rates (Sections 2.4.1 and 3.4.2) showed a superior performance of digital electronics in that aspect.
All the measurements were done in list-mode. MC2 is used to start and stop the acquisition. It provides real time\(^1\) and builds a simple energy spectrum for each channel.

\[\text{Fig. 1.2. Simplified signals scheme of the Trigger and Timing filter (red) and the Trapezoidal Filter (green). In blue the input pulses from preamplifier (taken from (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2017)).}\]

### 1.3 Time stamping and list-mode files

Once the measurement is over there are two list-mode files available, one for each detector used. List-mode files contain energy (ADC number) of each event detected along with a time-stamp when the event happened. MATLAB based post-processing software was developed and used to generate the spectra from the list-mode files. Spectral analysis (peak area calculation, efficiency calibration, nuclide identification, calculation of detection limits …) is done by using Cabrera’s Genie 2000 software (Canberra Industries, 2013). Additional coincidence spectra are identified based on the selected coincidence resolving time and optional energy gating. MATLAB software is fully automated producing Genie 2000 CAM spectral files ready for further analysis. In the main graphical user interface (GUI) window (Fig. 1.3) the user selects the list mode files for each acquisition channel (detector). For coincidence spectrum generation coincidence resolving time is set to cover the coincidence time peak (see e.g. Fig. 4 in Paper VI). If energy gate is to be used upper and lower energy discriminators are set by the user and program transfers that to ADC numbers by using the corresponding energy calibration. Only one energy gate (region) can be used in a default version with GUI, but it is possible to add a larger number of energy gate ROIs programmatically if needed. The program has additional functions (e.g. coincidence delay time spectrum and two-dimensional coincidence spectrum output) that have not been embedded into the main GUI so far. Processing time of a typical low count rate measurement is only a couple of

\(^1\) Dead time calculation provided with the default firmware is not managing dead time correctly with low count rate systems.
minutes (generating normal spectra, coincidence spectra and energy gated spectra for each channel). If high activities are measured for longer time post-processing is slower. For example, with 5 kHz count rate on each detector and 4 days measurement time, it took around 2 hours for the calculation of coincidence and energy gated coincidence spectra.

![NUCLEGeS post processing software user input window.](image)

**Fig. 1.3.** NUCLeGeS post processing software user input window.
All the spectra are saved in TKA format and then converted to GENIE 2000 CAM files using FILECNVT batch command (Canberra, 2009a). The summation of the spectra from the two detectors is performed by first normalizing the spectra to match energy calibration using the NORMAL batch command, and then adding the spectra using STRIP with factor -1. Energy calibration is taken from the energy calibrated spectra for each channel that was prepared before the analysis. Genie 2000 batch command MOVEDATA, with /ECAL /OVERWRITE qualifiers, transfers the energy calibration from the calibrated files to the newly generated spectrum. Spectrum preparation (summation of the spectra from the two detectors, coincidence identification, spectrum manipulation etc.) is controlled from the MATLAB program, while spectrum analysis (peak search, activity calculation etc.) is done using GENIE 2000 software, Fig. 1.4.
2. Lowering the limits

Reducing the background enables determination of lower activity levels. In this chapter some of the active background suppression methods are presented. Section 2.2 is based on the Paper I, published in the *Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry*. Cosmic veto system is part of the work related to background characterization of the detectors used for routine gamma spectrometric measurements (Paper II, manuscript in preparation). Section 2.3 describes dual HPGe spectrometer installed at the Radioecology Section and describes methodologies developed in Paper III (published in the *Applied Radiation and Isotopes*), Paper IV (part of the *Proceedings of 11th Symposium of the Croatian Radiation Protection Association*) and Paper V (manuscript in preparation).

2.1 Introduction

When measuring low activities, such as usually found in environmental samples, the quantity of interest is the minimum detectable activity (MDA). MDA is the smallest activity value of radioactive nuclide that we can be confident will be detected by our system. It answers a priori question, how good is our method/system. In Supplementary information section some aspects of detection limits and MDA determination are treated in more detail. Through this thesis, MDA per unit mass is calculated using the Currie equation (Currie, 1968) for 95% confidence level:

\[
MDA = \frac{2.71 + 4.65 \sqrt{B}}{Y \varepsilon_{\text{FEP}} t m}
\] (2.1)

Y is photon emission probability (intensity), \(\varepsilon_{\text{FEP}}\) is the FEP efficiency for the gamma line of interest (including the TCS correction and self-absorption correction), t counting time, m mass of the sample and B is the number of background counts in the region of interest. If low activity levels are to be measured MDA needs to be lowered. That can be achieved by:

- Increasing the efficiency by taking bigger detector or a better source-detector configuration.
- Measuring for longer time.
- Measuring bigger sample.
- Improving energy resolution of the detector.
- Reducing the background.
- Using radiochemical procedures for preconcentration and purification to enhance the signal from the desired radionuclide.

The first three methods will generally also induce higher background. Radiochemistry is out of the scope of this work so the best way to start is by background reduction. Background count rate in the region of interest is also influenced by the width of the region of interest (where the background is determined). This means that detectors with better energy resolution will have lower MDAs (when all the other parameters are the same).

Background is defined as a number of events of no interest in the region of specific line in the spectrum (ISO, 2010). Background can be divided into two main contributions: one originating from the sample itself and the other coming from outside the sample. Background from the sample itself can have interference peaks contribution (from other lines/nuclides present) and a continuum part. Sample induced continuum background is a consequence of incomplete absorptions of
radiation in the detector, scattering from a surrounding material, bremsstrahlung or X-ray fluorescence. The first two are Compton scattering processes. Reduction of a Compton background component was described in Paper I.

External background contribution can be divided into cosmic, airborne radon, construction materials and environmental component.

Environmental component comes from gamma emitting radionuclides in the laboratory environment ($^{238}$U, $^{235}$U and $^{232}$Th series and $^{40}$K). It is mostly attenuated in the lead shield but high energy $^{40}$K and $^{208}$Tl gamma rays are still reaching the detector. In surface laboratories 10 cm thick lead shields are recommended, providing a good balance between the environmental attenuation (more than three orders of magnitude on 1 MeV) and the increase of cosmic induced neutron background in the oversized lead shields (Heusser, 1986).

The airborne radon, while entering the shield, can induce significant background interfering with the lines measured in NORM samples. Therefore, laboratory ventilation, air-tight shields and inner shield cavity venting with the nitrogen boiling off from the Dewar are used for its reduction.

In low-level applications, the detector cryostat and the components close to the crystal are made of special radiopure materials with low radioactivity content. Components that do not need to be in the vicinity of the crystal are moved outside the shield (remote preamplifier), and U-type cryostats are used to prevent direct line-of-sight from outside of the shield to the crystal element. In some vertical dipstick configurations, an offset between the upper and the lower part of the cryostat shielding the detector element from vacuum sieves (Verplancke, 1992) is introduced. The impurities in the shield need to be considered as well. Modern iron and lead can be contaminated with anthropogenic nuclides used for monitoring the production process. Even if the pure lead is selected it would contain some $^{210}$Pb that cannot be removed chemically in the lead production. $^{210}$Pb radiation, 46.54 keV gamma line and 16.96 keV and 63.5 keV $E_{\text{max}}$ $\beta$ are removed by lead itself, and the surface component is removed by copper lining inside the shield. However, its daughter $^{210}$Bi has energetic $\beta$ electron with maximum energy of 1161.2 keV producing bremsstrahlung, which can reach the detector from deep inside the lead shield. It contributes to the detector low energy background with a maximum of around 170 keV (Heusser, 1995). To reduce this part of background, extra radio-pure lead is used inside the shield. There are different purities on the market going down to 0.3 Bq/kg. For ultra-low levels, archaeological lead, where all $^{210}$Pb has decayed, is used.

In a surface laboratory, the most significant is a cosmic induced background component. Earth atmosphere is constantly bombarded with a cosmic radiation consisting of high energy particles, mainly protons and alphas. They interact with the atmosphere producing pions, muons, protons, electrons, positrons and neutrons. Muons reach the surface with a flux of around 0.015 particles per second per square centimetre (Gilmore, 2008). Protons and electrons are effectively removed by the lead shield, but muons and neutrons are passing through and interacting with the detector and its surroundings. Muons interact with the shielding and the detector producing bremsstrahlung radiation; charged particles production and muon capture result in high energy gammas and tertiary neutrons (Gastrich et al., 2016; Heusser, 1995). Muons deposit their energy directly in the detector or via charged particles they produce, while neutrons contribute the detector background by...
activation of the detector material and Cu/Cd lining inside the shield. The cosmic muon component can be effectively reduced by the use of a cosmic veto, an additional detector operated in anticoincidence with the main detector. Section 2.3 is based on the Paper II describing installation of a muon veto on BEGe detector in the Radioecology Section. Background component resulting from the cosmogenic activation of the detector and shielding material cannot be effectively removed except by placing an overburden above the laboratory. At zero overburden 92% of neutrons are produced by protons and 8% by muons (Theodórsson, 1996). Proton flux attenuation by overburden thickness \( m \), in meters of water equivalent (mwe), is proportional to \( e^{-\frac{m}{1.6 \text{ mwe}}} \) (Theodórsson, 1996), while for the secondary neutrons it is \( e^{-\frac{m}{2 \text{ mwe}}} \) (Gastrich et al., 2016). Consequently, already a shallow-depth of 15 meters of water equivalent (mwe) overburden almost completely reduces nucleonic component of cosmic radiation; muon flux is reduced by a factor 2-3 (Heusser, 1986). The only way to reach ultra-low backgrounds is by placing the detector in an underground laboratory (Hult, 2007).

### 2.2 Compton veto (Paper I)

Compton veto system consists of the NaI(Tl) annulus around the HPGe well detector, more details are in Paper I. The system was used with analogue coincidence electronics. The NaI(Tl) crystals are coupled to seven photomultiplier tubes (PMT), and their signals are combined in one preamplifier (PA) and sent to a Canberra 2025 amplifier. In Fig. 2.1 a schematic diagram of the system is shown, explaining how the units are connected.

![Fig.2.1](image)

**Fig.2.1** Schematic drawing of the Well Ge-NaI(Tl) anticoincidence system setup.

The 2025 amplifier provides a fast amplifier output pulse, Incoming Count Rate (ICR) output, which is sent to a Canberra 2040 coincidence unit. If coincidence between the fast amplifier pulse of the NaI(Tl) and the HPGe is detected within a selected time window, the signal is delayed in a Canberra 2055 Signal shaper and delay unit (SSDU) to match the timing of the unipolar output from the Well-Ge amplifier. It is thereafter sent to the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), where
the anticoincidence option is selected. The system is adjusted using an oscilloscope, so that the delayed signal from the 2055 SSDU covers the duration of the unipolar output signal from the HPGe well. Further adjustments were made by observing the HPGe well coincidence spectrum, especially its low energy part, where we are interested in the background reduction. It is necessary to carefully adjust these parameters, as selecting too long anticoincidence pulse width unnecessarily increases the dead time, while too short does not cover all detected Compton events as there is a time-walk effect (R Britton et al., 2015; Leo, 1994) related to the ICR output pulse generation in both amplifiers. The delay is a consequence of the faster pulse formation in the scintillation detector. At the end, the coincidence resolving time was set to 0.6 \( \mu \)s, the signal was delayed for 6.5 \( \mu \)s, and the minimum width for anticoincidence gate signal of 0.5 \( \mu \)s was chosen. Because of low efficiency of the HPGe well detector on high photon energies, the system is intended for the measurements of low-energy gamma emitters. Small well volume makes it suitable for high resolution depth profiling in \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) analysis of sediments. Compton suppression factor of 1.8 in \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) ROI was obtained, corresponding to literature values of \(~2\) (Murray and Aitken, 1988; Savva et al., 2014). Due to limited sample volume (1.7 cm\(^3\)) that can fit in the well and poor energy resolution, when compared to modern BEGe 5030 type detector, HPGe well system showed benefits only for the samples where only a small sample quantity is available. For the samples where more of 4 g of sample material is available, BEGe detector outperforms the HPGe well system. A well detector, with energy resolution comparable to that of Broad Energy Germanium (BE) type detectors, would significantly outperform any planar detector in the analysis of low-energy gamma emitters when equipped with a Compton suppression system. Canberra has recently introduced a new detector called SAGe-well detector (Small Anode Germanium), which combines the features of the BEGe-detector and traditional well-detector, resulting in a resolution similar to the one for a BEGe-detector along with a high efficiency of well-detector. Bigger crystals are available that allow larger well sizes, and thus enable lower detections limits in much broader range of applications (Britton and Davies, 2015; Canberra, 2016; Hult et al., 2017).

Compton veto reduces FEP efficiencies for cascade emitters (as there is a probability that one photon will interact with the veto). The analogue set-up described here has a drawback that additional measurement needs to be done, without the anticoincidence, to determine the multi-photon emitters. Otherwise two ADCs could be used (one with anticoincidence and the other without) or complicated calibrations with FEP efficiency reduction can be performed (for each nuclide separately). With digital list-mode systems, only one measurement provides both normal and anticoincidence spectra.

### 2.3 Cosmic veto (Paper II)

Active cosmic shield, or muon veto, is a special detector providing anticoincidence signal for the main HPGe detector. This way, events originating from muons Depositing energy in both detectors are not counted by the main detector. Various types of detectors can be used as veto, e.g. (Agostini et al., 2015; Heusser, 1991; Rios et al., 2011), but plastic scintillators are prevailing in gamma spectrometry applications (Burnett and Davies, 2014; Mrda et al., 2007). Usually, veto is placed outside the lead shield, covering the shield from all sides (or top surface, if only one plate is available). In some special configurations, an in-shield veto can be added to enhance the muon detection efficiency.
shielding by detecting the muons that did not interact with the main shield (Heusser et al., 2015). Environmental gamma background is also detected by the muon veto, so the proper energy threshold should be selected to discriminate environmental and muon component in order to prevent unnecessary dead-time introduction or suboptimal efficiency of the veto system. Veto detectors are usually designed so the environmental and muon component peaks are far apart, enabling setting-up proper low-level discriminator (LLD) to filter the environmental gamma events. An additional lead shield around the veto can be used to shield against the environmental γ radiation (Gilmore, 2008; Heusser, 1995). Use of two veto plates operated in coincidence (Wieslander et al., 2009) is also possible. That way, long energy tailing of environmental gamma (from coincidence summing) is rejected reducing the dead time. However, the coincidence criteria also reduces the efficiency for muon detection counting only those events interacting with both plates (the reduction is not significant as reported by (Gastrich et al., 2016)).

Paper II describes the plastic scintillator veto (Scionix, 50×40×5 cm, polyvinyltoluene) installation over a BEGe detector in a routine gamma laboratory of the Radioecology Section. A CAEN DT5781P digital multichannel analyser was used for list-mode acquisition, enabling time-stamped data collection with 10 ns time resolution and 15 bit ADC resolution. Genie 2000 spectra were generated using MATLAB based coincidence analysis software described in Chapter 1. For the background peaks location and area calculation, Canberra Genie 2000 software (Canberra, 2013) was used via the interactive peak fit package (Canberra, 2009b). Spectra from both detectors were saved in a list-mode with a time stamp for each detected event.
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**Fig. 2.2** Time distribution (spectrum) of differences in signal generation between the coincident events in the HPGe and the veto detector (the time an event is registered in HPGe minus the time stamp of the closest veto event). If environmental background counts are not discriminated in veto detector random coincidence continuum is high (black curve). By setting the low-level discriminator around 5 MeV on veto detector, random coincidence count rate is reduced and timing properties become clearer.
Fig. 2.2 shows time distribution of coincidences between the HPGe and the veto detector in a background spectrum (acquisition time was 5 days). Separation between the natural radioactivity γ rays and the energy deposited by muons was done using an energy threshold in the middle of the plateau between the muon and the environmental peak in the veto spectrum.

The coincidence time peak has an underlying structure which is coming from different processes causing coincident detection. It can be explained if the coincidence spectrum in HPGe detector is generated for each delay range, Fig. 2.3. There is a sharp peak in a time spectrum around 1.7 μs, originating from the interaction of a muon in both detectors (from 0.8 to 2.2 μ). The delay is due to the different signal rise-times in the scintillator and HPGe detector. One suggestion would be that the peak broadening is due to the rise-time energy-dependence in HPGe detector. The coincidence time peak, the part from 2.2 to 3.4 μs, has a strong $^{72}\text{Ge}$ component (~700 keV broad peak) in corresponding HPGe spectrum (Fig. 2.3.). The delay may come from the $^{72}\text{Ge}$ half-life (400 ns (Abriola and Sonzogni, 2010)) but as broadening of gamma line is present, it is more probably a consequence of a delay in neutron production from muon interaction in the shielding material (tertiary neutrons emitted from excited nuclides in shielding). The peak broadening occurs because of fast de-excitation compared to charge collection time, leading to the collection of electron hole pairs generated by the recoil of the nucleus (taking a part of neutron energy in inelastic scattering). The coincidence spectrum created with delays, covering the long tail of the coincidence time peak (3.4-15 μs, Fig. 6 blue spectrum), has a pronounced 13.2 keV peak and strong annihilation 511 keV peak. The low energy 13.2 keV peak comes from de-excitation of the first level in $^{73}\text{Ge}$ with 2.92 μs half-life (Singh, 2004).

Fig. 2.3. HPGe spectra generated for three different coincidence delay ranges with veto detector. Acquisition time is 15 days.

Finally, the anticoincidence width of 15 μs with 0.8 μs delay was selected, reducing the total number of counts in the background by a factor 1.4. From ray-tracing simulation, it was calculated
that the effect of additional 4 plates surrounding the sides of the shield would yield the total reduction for factor 2.4. The effect of the cosmic ray background reduction on detection limits in our case was not significant (lowering by a factor of $\sqrt{1.4} \sim 1.2$). More important was that by reducing general background continuum, counting the statistics in environmental background peaks (e.g. radon progeny), was enhanced, enabling easier monitoring of background variability (Hult et al., 2012).

2.4 Sandwich system (Paper III)

In coincidence detection systems, background is reduced by coincident detection of radiation from a single decay in multiple detectors. Coincidence systems comprise alpha-gamma (Breitenecker et al., 2009; Peräjärvi et al., 2011), beta-gamma (Cagniant et al., 2014; Ringbom et al., 2003), UV-gamma (Ihantola et al., 2013, 2012), alpha-conversion electron (Dion et al., 2016) and gamma-gamma coincidences. Probably all the other possible combinations are also possible, but the trend is to use coincidence gating with gamma spectrometry, as it generally has the highest background, or with scintillation gamma detectors to compensate for the low energy resolution (Roedel, 1968). In this way, the background is significantly reduced, but at the cost of efficiency reduction. Therefore, the coincidence techniques are often employed in high activity measurements, such as neutron activation analysis (NAA) (Horne and Landsberger, 2012; Tomlin et al., 2008; Yoho and Landsberger, 2016), or for uranium isotopes and nuclear fuel characterization (Drescher, 2017; Horne et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011). Another hot area for coincidence gamma-gamma spectrometry applications is within the Comprehensive-Nuclear-Test Ban Treaty (CTBTO) programme, where in fast determination of air-filters samples contain elevated activity levels. If there is no time to wait for the filters to cool down (mainly radon and thoron contribution), or to apply radiochemical methods, and to send the samples to an underground laboratory, classic low background spectrometric approach does not work and coincidence gamma spectrometry is an obvious choice (R. Britton et al., 2015; Cagniant et al., 2017).

In this section, HPGe-HPGe coincidence system, installed at the Radioecology Section, will be described. Beside well known coincidence mode, the spectrometer has been tested in two additional modes, anticoincidence and sum-coincidence. Anticoincidence mode operates in a way similar to Compton veto, reducing the background and increasing the sensitivity for single gamma emitters. Sum-coincidence mode is a novel operation mode, where the coincident signal is used to reconstruct the full energy of the photon Compton scattered between the two detectors, thus increasing FEP efficiency. The last two modes do not reduce the efficiency of the system, and therefore can be used even in ultra low-level systems, where the background is not a problem and the use of coincidence gamma spectrometry is generally not justified (Lutter et al., 2013; Paradis et al., 2017; Quintana et al., 2017; Wieslander et al., 2009).

Nutech Coincidence Low Energy Germanium Sandwich Spectrometer (NUCLEGeS) consists of two Canberra LEGe detectors in a sandwich configuration. Detectors are suited for low energy measurements because of their low thicknesses (25 mm) and thin carbon (0.5mm) entrance windows. Detectors are placed in a 20 cm thick lead shield, which inner cavity is lined with 5 mm Sn and 3 mm Cu to absorb scattered radiation and lead X-rays. The upper detector is movable; the
distance between the detectors can be varied from 0 to 6 cm, Fig. 2.4. After the preamplifiers (Canberra 2002CP), signals from the detectors are passed to separate channels on a CAEN N6781A digital multichannel analyser. Measurements are saved in a list-mode with 10 ns time-stamp resolution.

![Fig. 2.4](image)

**Fig. 2.4** Picture showing inside of the NUCLeGeS spectrometer lead cave. Left (a) and right (b) side show two different distances between the HPGe detectors. Bottom detector is fixed, while the upper one has a vertical cryostat enabling the movement in a vertical direction.

List of background gamma-ray peaks for total spectrum from both germanium detectors (summed) is given in Table 1. The spectrometer normalized background count rate in the 30-1900 keV energy range is 1.1 cps/kg_{Ge}. 
Table 2.1 List of background peaks and corresponding count rates for the NUCLeGeS spectrometer. Count rate uncertainties are given in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Count rate (counts/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>$^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>35 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.2 – 53.4</td>
<td>$^{214}$Pb $^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>64 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>$^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>112 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.2 – 81.3</td>
<td>$^{74}$Ge PbKa</td>
<td>500 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>$^{235}$U, $^{19}$F</td>
<td>20 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>$^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>112 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>$^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>77 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185.7</td>
<td>$^{235}$U</td>
<td>21 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198.4</td>
<td>$^{74}$mGe</td>
<td>12 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241.9</td>
<td>$^{214}$Pb</td>
<td>10 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278.3</td>
<td>$^{64}$Cu</td>
<td>35 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295.2</td>
<td>$^{214}$Pb</td>
<td>25.75 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.9</td>
<td>$^{214}$Pb</td>
<td>33 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511.0</td>
<td>annihilation</td>
<td>1060 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569.7</td>
<td>$^{207}$mPb</td>
<td>11 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>593.9 – 612.9</td>
<td>$^{74}$Ge $^{214}$Bi</td>
<td>364 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669.7</td>
<td>$^{63}$Cu</td>
<td>58 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689.6</td>
<td>$^{72}$Ge</td>
<td>297 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768.4</td>
<td>$^{214}$Bi</td>
<td>15 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>803.1</td>
<td>$^{206}$Pb</td>
<td>25 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>962.1</td>
<td>$^{63}$Cu</td>
<td>63 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115.6</td>
<td>$^{65}$Cu</td>
<td>21 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173.2</td>
<td>$^{60}$Co</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332.5</td>
<td>$^{60}$Co</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460.8</td>
<td>$^{40}$K</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1764.5</td>
<td>$^{214}$Bi</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.1 Coincidence mode

Coincidence mode operation was tested with a standardised set of filters with different activities of $^{137}\text{Cs}$ and $^{134}\text{Cs}$. The filters were also used for efficiency calibration of the detectors. The idea was to quantify the effect of coincidence gating on $^{134}\text{Cs}$ determination in high $^{137}\text{Cs}$ matrix. Similar research was done by (Lee and Chung, 1991) where they used HPGe detector with BGO scintillator as a gate. The samples were prepared by spiking with a standardised $^{137}\text{Cs}$ and $^{134}\text{Cs}$ solutions and filtering through paper filters after coprecipitation on copper ferrocyanide. $^{137}\text{Cs}$ concentrations were ranging from 120 Bq to 5800 Bq, while for $^{134}\text{Cs}$ were kept at about constant. The coincidence spectrum was obtained by taking the events that happened within the 1.2 µs time window, while for the coincidence energy gated spectrum an additional criterion, that one of the events needs to be within the 790 – 805 keV energy range, was applied (3$\rightarrow$1 and 5$\rightarrow$2 $^{134}\text{Ba}$ transitions). Fig. 2.5 shows the spectra for one of the filters. From the insert, it is clear how the signal to background ratio for 605 keV line (1$\rightarrow$0) is improved in energy gated coincidence spectrum. In Paper III, the lowest detection limits are obtained for the energy gated coincidence mode. As it is mentioned in the Supplementary section, under MDA and characteristic limits, an approximate equation for the estimation of detection limits was used, neglecting all the contributions, except from the background. As there is almost no background contribution in energy gated coincidence mode, the MDAs for that case were underestimated. If proper detection limit calculation was used, the uncertainties originating from the product of efficiencies ($\varepsilon_{\text{FEP}}\times\varepsilon_{\text{FEP}}$) would make a considerable contribution to the detection limit. However, the paper was intended to be only a proof of a concept, not a full method development.
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Fig. 2.5 Gamma spectra of the filter with (261±1) Bq of $^{137}\text{Cs}$ and (9.9±0.2) Bq of $^{134}\text{Cs}$. Total spectrum is shown in black, coincidence spectrum in red and coincidence energy gated spectrum, with the 790 – 805 keV gate, in blue.
It was observed that for filters with higher $^{134}$Cs activities, calculated detection limits are rising rapidly. That is because the continuum background in energy gated coincidence mode is originating primarily from incomplete absorptions of photons from $^{134}$Ba de-excitations.

### 2.4.2 Anticoincidence mode

Anticoincidence mode is used to reduce the background continuum around single gamma emitters on low energies. By applying anticoincidence criterion, the count rate from the cascade emitters (e.g. $^{214}$Bi and $^{214}$Pb) will be significantly reduced, also the events where one photon deposited a part of its energy in each detector will not be counted. A set of measurements with certified uranium reference material (NBL 103) was preformed to calibrate the detectors for $^{210}$Pb. Anticoincidence yielded 15% background decrease around the $^{210}$Pb peak, Fig. 2.6. It is not a significant reduction, but when combined with high efficiency of the dual system, it enables reaching lower detection limits than on BEGe 5030 detectors. Additional reconfiguration of the acquisition system settings done for $^{125}$I measurements provided even better energy resolution on low energies. FWHM on $^{210}$Pb was reduced from 0.83 keV, as reported in the Paper III, to 0.68 keV, reducing the MDAs for additional 10%.

![Fig. 2.6 NBL103 uranium certified reference material NUCLeGeS spectrum from both detectors (black), coincidence counts from both detectors (red) and total anticoincidence (blue).](image)

### 2.4.3 Sum-coincidence mode (Papers IV and V)

Sum-coincidence mode is used for increasing the efficiency of the coincidence system by summing the coincident signals to reconstruct the full energy of a photon that is Compton scattered between the two detectors. Spectrum obtained that way is added to the normal spectrum. If single gamma emitters are measured coincidence spectrum can be subtracted (anticoincidence mode). This is to our knowledge the first use of the method in above described way. There is a special section in Knoll (Knoll, 2010) describing the same procedure that was used in the 1960s with small Ge(Li) crystals, but there only sum-coincidence spectrum is considered (for Compton reduction) without adding it to normal spectrum, resulting in significant FEP loss. Those systems were based on gain matching from the two detectors and coincident signal addition in the separate MCA. With list-
mode data acquisition such problems are non-existent as all sum-coincidences, anti-coincidences or coincidences are applied in post-processing in a way to enhance the signal from the nuclide of interest. From a single measurement, multiple spectra can be calculated, each for a selected type of radionuclides (single gamma emitters, cascade emitters …). Paper IV is a proof-of-concept for sum-coincidence mode, showing 10% increase in efficiency for $^{137}$Cs line when the sum-coincidence spectrum is generated. Paper V applies sum-coincidence method for standard baker geometries used with NUCLeGeS system. For detector-detector distance of 9.5 mm and with a Petri baker (cylindrical d=50 mm) filled to 3 mm height, efficiency enhancement of ~17% is obtained for 661.6 keV line of $^{137}$Cs and 834.8 keV line of $^{54}$Mn (Fig. 2.7. , Table 2.2). For grey-yellow baker geometry (cylindrical d=70mm, filling height 14mm) and 39 mm detector-detector distance efficiency enhancement is around 8%.

![Fig. 2.7 Spectrum created by summation of singles spectra from both detectors (black) and sum-coincidence spectrum (red) of the calibration source measurement in Petri geometry.](image)

**Table 2.2.** Measured FEP efficiency increase by sum-coincidence method for Petri geometry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>LEGE2 Counts</th>
<th>LEGE3 Counts</th>
<th>Compton coincidence Counts</th>
<th>FEP increase (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>661.6keV</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>4710</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>834keV</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115keV</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173keV</td>
<td>3740</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332keV</td>
<td>3170</td>
<td>3060</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Activity standardization

When samples are being measured on our gamma detectors, the result, activity of a nuclide of interest, is stated in units of becquerel (Bq). It is obtained with reference to a calibration source that was measured as a part of detector calibration process. Calibration sources contain one or multiple radionuclides of known activities. Activity values of a calibration sources are known very precisely (usually with the relative uncertainty of ~3% on k=2). But how is the activity of a calibration source determined?

Described in this chapter are the methodologies for standardization of activity. Introduction presents an overview of the primary standardization methods, while the rest of the chapter is focused on photon-photon coincidence methods. Standardization methods based on digital coincidence spectrometry are presented for several radionuclides. Standardization method for $^{125}$I based on X-ray-gamma coincidence using two HPGe detectors was published in *Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A* (Paper VI).

3.1 Introduction

“The activity, $A$, of an amount of a radionuclide in a particular energy state at a given time is the quotient of $-dN$ by $dt$, where $dN$ is the mean change in the number of nuclei in that energy state due to spontaneous nuclear transformations in the time interval $dt$, thus $A = -dN/dt$. Unit: $s^{-1}$. The special name for the unit of activity is becquerel (Bq).” (ICRU, 2011)

The definition of activity is rather simple, but its realization is quite challenging, covering various aspects from a source preparation (Sibbens and Altitzoglou, 2007) to different measurement techniques and devices (Pommé, 2007). Becquerel is a SI derived unit ($s^{-1}$), where the crucial quantity is (dimensionless) number of transitions in an amount of substance of a radionuclide (Debertin, 1996). Measurements of time and mass/volume are straightforward, but determining the number of transitions poses a real problem, causing a great diversification in activity standardization methods. There are several types of processes in the de-excitation of radionuclides, i.e. $\alpha$ decay, $\beta$ decay, electron capture, internal conversion, $\gamma$-ray emission, and spontaneous fission, and each process is characterised by the release of energy in a form of nuclear particles ($\alpha$, $\beta$, or $\beta'$) and/or photons (Hou and Roos, 2008). The appropriate measurement method and device have to be used, based on a decay scheme of the considered radionuclide and physical detection principle for the emitted radiation. As all of the standardisation techniques rely on knowledge of the half-life and decay scheme (at least to certain extent) of the radionuclide, good quality of such data is essential. Decay data (such as radionuclide half-lives, particle emission probabilities and energies) are available from different databases, of which the one provided by the Decay Data Evaluation Project (CEA/LNHB, 2017) is considered to be the most accurate.

It is a task of radionuclide metrology to ensure international equivalence and consistency of a becquerel unit; meaning a becquerel of $^{60}$Co in Denmark and France are the same. That is carried out through frequent international comparisons under the guidance of BPIM. The other task is ensuring equivalence between different radionuclides; meaning one becquerel of $^{60}$Co has the same number of disintegrations per unit time as one becquerel of $^{90}$Sr. National radiation metrology institutes, independent of industry and governments, contribute to reliable measurements in the areas of environmental protection (e.g. nuclear industry related discharges) and safety of the
workforce (e.g. calibration of radiation protection instruments). The most important impact is related to medical applications, where the proper quantity and quality of radiopharmaceuticals has to be administered, ensuring not only patients’ safety but also a consistent footing for international clinical trials (Judge et al., 2014).

There are various reviews covering activity standardisation methods in great detail, e.g. (IAEA, 1967; ICRU, 1994). Here, a short overview of the methods, following the approach used in (Pommé, 2007), will be presented. Methods for activity standardization can be roughly divided into high-geometry methods, counting at defined solid angle (DSA) and coincidence counting methods.

The high-geometry ($4\pi$) systems cover the full solid angle, aiming at the detection of all decays in the source. Critical aspect is the reduction (and estimation) of non-efficiency, which comes due to self-absorption in the sample, absorption in non-active detector material, or radiation escape from the detector. Typical devices are $4\pi$ (pressurized) proportional counters, liquid scintillation counters, internal gas counters, well-detectors and sandwich configurations of (windowless) detectors.

Defined solid angle counting is mostly used for the standardization of alpha-emitters. It relies on excellent control over geometrical conditions (solid angle covered by the detector), knowledge of detector efficiency (usually intrinsic FEP efficiency is ~100% for alpha particles) and source preparation.

Coincidence counting methods rely on a simultaneous detection of coincidentally emitted radiations. As the ratio of single to coincidence count rate is used for the activity determination, coincidence counting methods do not depend so heavily on well-defined counting geometry (and efficiency). Coincident and single detection efficiencies are strongly correlated quantities, so relative uncertainties of their ratios are much lower than the relative uncertainties assigned to each of the quantities. When two different types of radiation are detected, $4\pi\beta-\gamma$ coincidence counting is used. It is generally applied on the radionuclides decaying by $\beta$-decay followed by $\gamma$-emission, but it is also applicable to $\alpha$-decay or electron capture radionuclides. Coincidence counting methods detecting two photons emitted in coincidence are the sum-peak method and photon-photon coincidence method. For certain radionuclides, the activity can be obtained as a combination of a single and coincidence count rates in a way that detection efficiencies cancel out. The sum-peak method utilizes a single detector, discriminating between the single photon event and the true-coincidence summing events higher in the energy spectrum. Photon-photon coincidence counting is based on the same principle, except the two (or multiple) detectors are used for coincidence identification.

Activity standardization techniques require high accuracy and precision. Uncertainty propagation rules should be used as defined in GUM (Joint Committee For Guides In Metrology, 2008), with all ‘known’ and ‘unknown’ sources of uncertainty covered (Karam et al., 2015; Pommé, 2016).

### 3.2 Absolute $^{60}\text{Co}$ standardization

This section describes photon-photon coincidence method on $^{60}\text{Co}$ example. It is based on absolute $^{60}\text{Co}$ measurement presented in the paper by Volkovitsky and Naudus (Volkovitsky and Naudus,
The focus is on spectrometric coincidence methods (not counting), where the total count rate is not used for the measurement, enabling characterization of mixed sources. Digital list-mode acquisition enables accumulation of all the necessary data in a single measurement. Single and coincidence count rates for each detector can be obtained in post-processing analysis of the time stamped list-mode file.

$^{60}$Co decays by $\beta^-$ decay to an excited state of $^{60}$Ni which is de-excited through a two-step process (Fig. 3.1). Two gamma photons are emitted simultaneously.

![Decay scheme of $^{60}$Co](image)

Fig. 3.1 Decay scheme of $^{60}$Co (from (CEA/LNHB, 2017)). The 3->1 and 1->0 transitions result in 1173.2 keV and 1332.5 keV gamma emissions.

The methodology is developed for two NaI(Tl) detectors, but the same equations hold for a HPGe system. The equations are not strictly following (Volkovitsky and Naudus, 2009), but the final results agree. $X_1$ and $X_2$ are emission probabilities for 1173.2 keV and 1332.5 keV photons; $\varepsilon^i_j, p$ stands for the full-peak efficiency on detector j for photon i; $\varepsilon^i_{j, tot}$ designates total efficiency.

Single count rates in photopeak i (i=1, 2) on detector 1 are:

$$N_1 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon^1_{1, p} \left(1 - X_2 \varepsilon^2_{1, tot}\right) \quad (3.1a)$$

$$N_2 = N_0 \times X_2 \varepsilon^2_{1, p} \left(1 - X_1 \varepsilon^1_{1, tot}\right) \quad (3.1b)$$

On detector 2:

$$N_3 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon^1_{2, p} \left(1 - X_2 \varepsilon^2_{2, tot}\right) \quad (3.2a)$$

$$N_4 = N_0 \times X_2 \varepsilon^2_{2, p} \left(1 - X_1 \varepsilon^1_{2, tot}\right) \quad (3.2b)$$

Coincidence peak (i=1, 2) count rates in the first detector are:

$$N_5 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon^1_{1, p} X_2 \varepsilon^2_{2, tot} \quad (3.3a)$$

$$N_6 = N_0 \times X_2 \varepsilon^2_{1, p} X_1 \varepsilon^1_{2, tot} \quad (3.3b)$$
And for second detector:

\[ N_7 = N_0 \times X_1 \epsilon_1^1 \times X_2 \epsilon_2^2 \text{tot} \quad (3.4a) \]

\[ N_8 = N_0 \times X_2 \epsilon_2^2 \times X_1 \epsilon_1^1 \text{tot} \quad (3.4b) \]

Sum peak count rates on detectors one (N9) and two (N10) are:

\[ N_9 = N_0 \times X_1 \epsilon_1^1 \times X_2 \epsilon_2^2 \quad (3.5a) \]

\[ N_{10} = N_0 \times X_2 \epsilon_2^2 \times X_1 \epsilon_1^1 \quad (3.5b) \]

The above system of equations (3.1-3.4 plus one of the equations 3.5a or 3.5b) has analytical solution independent of detection efficiencies and emission probabilities. If the Eq. (3.5a) is used, it gives the solution:

\[ N_{01} = \frac{(N_1 N_3 - N_5 N_7)(N_2 N_4 - N_6 N_8)}{N_9 (N_3 - N_7)(N_4 - N_8)} \quad (3.6a) \]

While (5b) gives:

\[ N_{02} = \frac{(N_1 N_2 - N_5 N_7)(N_2 N_4 - N_6 N_8)}{N_{10} (N_1 - N_5)(N_2 - N_6)} \quad (3.6b) \]

The final solution for the source activity is a combination of N01 and N02:

\[ N_0 = \sqrt{N_{01} N_{02}} \quad (3.7) \]

The method is valid only for point-sources (Oderkerk and Brinkman, 1990). If the integration over the source volume is carried on any of the equations (3.1a-3.5b), assuming that the efficiencies are position dependant (\( \epsilon = \epsilon(\vec{V}) \)), convoluted quantities that cannot be replaced with simple averages over the source volume:

\[ \bar{\epsilon}_1 \bar{\epsilon}_2 \neq \int_V \epsilon_1(\vec{x})\epsilon_2(\vec{x}) \ dV \]

Where the efficiency averaged over the source volume is defined as:

\[ \bar{\epsilon}_i = \int_V \epsilon_i(\vec{x}) \ dV \]

Corrections for a volume source geometry should be possible in a similar way as for the sum-peak method (Vidmar et al., 2009). Angular correlations have been neglected in the derivation of Eq. 3.7. (Volkovitsky and Naudus, 2009) show that for \(^{60}\)Co, if the source is located in the centre between the two identical detectors, the probabilities for emission of the second gamma ray in the same and opposite direction are equal, so the equations are valid. If detectors are further apart and in asymmetric configuration, angular correlations need to be taken into account. In all the above equations, the second (coincident) gamma ray comes with the factor \( W_{t,p} \) (t for total and p for full peak), called the effective angular correlation (Kim et al., 2003, 2002). For short source to detector distances (up to 5 cm) and large geometrical coverage factors angular correlations can be neglected (Hult et al., 2014; Warren et al., 2006).
The main advantage of the method presented here over a sum-peak method is that no total count rate is used, enabling standardization in the presence of impurities or even standardization of mixed nuclide sources. The method is also less dependent on external background. Use of the method with HPGe detector systems, due to their superior energy resolution, is even more promising than with NaI(Tl). The method has not received significant attention, although it is bearing a potential of paving a new way in photon-photon coincidence measurements. The method can be used on any dual-emitter isotope, e.g. $^{46}\text{Sc}$, $^{94}\text{Nb}$, $^{75}\text{Se}$ (Erikson et al., 2013) or $^{44}\text{Ti}$. Recently it has been tested and applied by (Collins, 2016; Collins et al., 2017) at newly commissioned National Nuclear Array (NANA). NANA is showing a great potential as a gamma array used for nuclear structure experiments (similar to ones mentioned in Chapter 1), where absolute activity measurement methods could be exploited in research of complicated short-lived radionuclides.

![Fig. 3.2 $^{134}\text{Cs}$ decay scheme (CEA/LNHB, 2017).](image)

### 3.3 Extension to $^{134}\text{Cs}$

In the following section a proposal for equivalent to $^{60}\text{Co}$ standardization method, applied for standardisation of $^{134}\text{Cs}$ will be presented. $^{134}\text{Cs}$ decay scheme is more complicated (Fig. 3.2), and at first glance, the equations used for $^{60}\text{Co}$ cannot be applied in this case. But if the decay is divided into $5->\ldots->1$ and $1->0$ transitions, the two state equations can be applied. Only in this case transition 1 will stand for all the transitions starting at level 5 and ending at level 1. $\varepsilon_j^{1p}$ stands for the full peak efficiency of detecting $5->1$ equivalent (direct $5->1$ or segmented $5->4*4->1$, $5->3*3->1$, $5->2*2->1$ and higher order transitions) with the associated emission probability $X_1$. Along with $\varepsilon_j^{1,\text{tot}}$, new emission probability coefficient $X_3$ is introduced, and those two quantities describe the probability for detection and emission of any photon coincident with $1->0$ $604.7$ keV photon. When the photopeak count rate of the $604.7$ keV line ($1->0$) is measured the emission probability is different ($X_4$ is the emission probability for $604.7$ keV gamma) than for the events that remove
1365.2 keV peak (5->1 and TCS) when it comes with different probability \( X_2 \) (conditional probability).

Single photopeak count rates on detector 1 are:
\[
N_1 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon_1^{1p} (1 - X_2 \varepsilon_2^{2,\text{tot}}) \tag{3.8a}
\]
\[
N_2 = N_0 \times X_4 \varepsilon_1^{2p} (1 - X_3 \varepsilon_1^{1,\text{tot}}) \tag{3.8b}
\]

Where \( X_4 \) is the total probability for 0.6 MeV emission and \( X_3 \varepsilon_1^{1,\text{tot}} \) represents all that may sum-in.

For single photopeak count rates on detector 2 we have:
\[
N_3 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon_2^{1p} (1 - X_2 \varepsilon_2^{2,\text{tot}}) \tag{3.9a}
\]
\[
N_4 = N_0 \times X_4 \varepsilon_2^{2p} (1 - X_3 \varepsilon_2^{1,\text{tot}}) \tag{3.9b}
\]

Coincidence peak count rates on detector 1 are:
\[
N_5 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon_1^{1p} X_2 \varepsilon_2^{2,\text{tot}} \tag{3.10a}
\]
\[
N_6 = N_0 \times X_4 \varepsilon_1^{2p} X_3 \varepsilon_2^{1,\text{tot}} \tag{3.10b}
\]

And on detector 2:
\[
N_7 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon_2^{1p} X_2 \varepsilon_1^{2,\text{tot}} \tag{3.11a}
\]
\[
N_8 = N_0 \times X_4 \varepsilon_2^{2p} X_3 \varepsilon_1^{1,\text{tot}} \tag{3.11b}
\]

Sum peak count rates cannot be used because processes like 5->4 + 4->0 or 5->3 + 3->0 may lead to the same full peak. Instead of a count rate in the sum peak, energy gated coincidence count rate is used with the gate on 1365.2 keV (transitions equivalent to 5->1):
\[
N_9 = N_0 \times X_1 \varepsilon_1^{1p} X_2 \varepsilon_2^{2,\text{p}} \tag{3.12a}
\]
\[
N_{10} = N_0 \times X_4 \varepsilon_1^{2p} X_2 \varepsilon_1^{2,\text{p}} \tag{3.12b}
\]

If the Eq. (3.12a) is used (with Eqs. 3.8-3.11) it gives the solution:
\[
N_{01} = \frac{(N_1 N_3 - N_2 N_7)(N_2 N_4 - N_6 N_9) X_2}{N_9(N_2 - N_6)(N_3 - N_7) X_4} \tag{3.13a}
\]

While (3.12b) yields:
\[
N_{02} = \frac{(N_1 N_3 - N_2 N_7)(N_2 N_4 - N_6 N_9) X_2}{N_{10}(N_1 - N_5)(N_4 - N_6) X_4} \tag{3.13b}
\]

The final solution is a combination of \( N_{01} \) and \( N_{02} \):
\[
N_0 = \sqrt{N_{01} N_{02}} \tag{3.14}
\]

To summarize, in Eqs (3.8a), (3.10a) and (3.12a) we are not interested in the value of \( X_1 \varepsilon_1^{1p} \), it is only important that the same process is described by all three equations (transitions leading to 1365.2 keV equivalent absorption in single detector). The same is valid for detector 2 (\( X_1 \varepsilon_2^{1p} \)). \( X_3 \varepsilon_1^{1,\text{tot}} \) in Eqs (3.8b) and (3.11b) (with \( X_3 \varepsilon_2^{1,\text{tot}} \) equivalent on detector 2) describe different
process, total efficiency for all the transitions ending in level 1 (including for example only 3->1 that is highly probable or X-rays).

It is important to note that in the case of $^{60}$Co the final solution does not depend on decay constants, so we do have a true absolute activity measurement method, while for $^{134}$Cs we need to know the total emission probability for 604.7 keV gamma $X_4 = 0.9763$ (0.0008) and conditional emission probability for the photon to be emitted after the 5->1 transition and emission of 1365.2 keV photon, $X_2 = 0.99407$ (0.00009) (that is 1 – conversion electron emission probability for 1->0 transition).

The sample can be encapsulated in epoxy disc (standard closed point source), that is an advantage when compared to commonly used $\beta-\gamma$ coincidence method. The method does not work for NaI(Tl) detectors because of poor energy resolution (no discrimination between 569 and 604 keV lines for example).

A MC simulation was performed to confirm the derived formulae. EGSnrc package (Kawrakow et al., 2017) with additional decay generator (Lutter et al., 2017) reproducing decays from ENSDF data was used for MC simulations. A high-efficiency dual HPGe system was used with $r=0.1$ mm and $h=2.5$ $\mu$m point source.

**Table 3.1** EGSnrc simulation results for a dual HPGe system and a point source on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EGSnrc simulation</th>
<th>DET1 FEP events</th>
<th>DET2 FEP events</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy (keV)</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>n2</td>
<td>n3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1365.2</td>
<td>697342</td>
<td>25061201</td>
<td>382177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604.7</td>
<td>25061201</td>
<td>382177</td>
<td>13430733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>n5</td>
<td>n6</td>
<td>n7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103349</td>
<td>4325719</td>
<td>81792</td>
<td>3205502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coincidence</td>
<td>n9</td>
<td>n10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23555</td>
<td>23227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inserting the values from Table 3.1 into equations (3.13a) and (3.13b) yields:

$N_{01} = 5.86e+07$

$N_{02} = 5.92+07$

With a combined value of $N_0 = (5.90\pm0.06)*10^8$. Uncertainty of number of counts is calculated as $\sqrt{n}$, while decay parameters $X_2$ and $X_4$ are taken with the uncertainties from (CEA/LNHB, 2017). The differences of $N_{01}$ and $N_{02}$ from the final result $N_0$ are added as squared (independent) quantities to the total uncertainty. Relative error less than 2% looks promising and demands for further, more detailed, investigation. For low energy detectors there might be a problem with X-ray bremsstrahlung from $\beta_{0.5}$ electron ($E_{max}=89$ keV, $E_{avg}=23$ keV) summing in with 1.3 MeV photon. All the other electrons (with higher average energies) emitted in transitions to lower states summing in with 0.6 MeV photon are not a problem as they are included in the (unknown) factors $X_3\epsilon_{i}^{1tot}$. 
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Another problem with the method is measurement time needed to reach the desired precision. 5->1 and 1->0 coincident full peak detection in two detectors (referred to as energy gated coincidence), is a very inefficient process both from the detector efficiency point and emission point (only 3% probability for 1.3 MeV gamma emission). For our NUCLeGeS system measurement time, it would be unreasonably high (the detectors are only 25 mm thick), but on higher efficiency system (~100% relative efficiency) it can be done faster. Based on EGSnrc simulation expected measurement time to reach 1.5% uncertainty (k=1) with 1 kBq point source would be less than a day.

3.4 $^{125}$I standardization

$^{125}$I has a simple decay scheme, being suitable for standardization using different methods; (Pomme et al., 2005) uses seven techniques for radioactivity measurement in $^{125}$I standardization. It is its medical applications (radiolabelling compound, radiopharmaceutical, brachytherapy source ...) that make this radionuclide interesting. In our case it was a European Spallation Source related project (involving the estimate of iodine release from the target) that motivated the introduction of $^{125}$I standardization method. Energy calibrations on our detectors did not cover such a low energy range, TCS correction for X-ray-$\gamma$ summing had to be checked, and certified $^{125}$I source delivery was delayed. After introducing the well-known X-ray-gamma coincidence method with two NaI detectors, the next inevitable step was its extension to the HPGe coincidence system.

This section is based on the results presented in Paper VI. X-ray-gamma coincidence with two NaI detectors has not been explained in detail in the publication, so the experimental system description and the theoretical basis are given here. X-ray-gamma coincidence with two HPGe detectors is explained in detail in the publication, therefore only the critical points are raised in the following section.

Fig. 3.3 $^{125}$I decay scheme (CEA/LNHB, 2017).

$^{125}$I decays by electron capture (EC) to the 35.5 keV excited state of $^{125}$Te which de-excites (half-life 1.48 ns) by either gamma emission (6.63%) to the ground state or by conversion electrons followed by X-ray emission (Fig. 3.3). The decay thus results in coincident emission of characteristic X-rays from the EC process with the 35.5 keV gamma line as well as with
characteristic X-rays originating from the internal conversion process. With X-ray emissions there are angular correlations.

3.4.1 X-ray-gamma coincidence with two NaI detectors

Standard equations used in photon – photon coincidence counting with two NaI(Tl) detectors (for example from (Pommé et al., 2005)) for singles count rate in each detector and coincidence count rate are:

\[
N_1 = N_0 (X_1 + X_2 - X_1 X_2 \epsilon_1) \epsilon_1
\]
\[
N_2 = N_0 (X_1 + X_2 - X_1 X_2 \epsilon_2) \epsilon_2
\]
\[
N_c = N_0 (2X_1 X_2) \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2
\]

Where following symbols are used:

\(X_1=PK_\omega\) = 0.7010 KX-ray emission probability in the electron capture (EC) branch

\(X_2 = \frac{\alpha K_\omega K + 1}{1 + \alpha}\) = 0.75 KX-ray or \(\gamma\)-ray emission probability in the isomeric transition (IT)

\(N_1, N_2\) total count rates on detectors 1 and 2 (including the sum peak)

\(N_c\) coincidence count rate

\(\epsilon_1\) and \(\epsilon_2\) efficiencies for photon detection on detectors 1 and 2.

Equations above assume identical efficiencies on X-ray and \(\gamma\) energies (Schrader and Walz, 1987). The final solution for the disintegration rate \(N_0\) is:

\[
N_0 = \frac{X_1 X_2}{(X_1 + X_2)^2} \frac{(N_1^2 - 4N_1 N_2)^2}{2N_c (2N_1 - N_c)(2N_2 - N_c)}
\]

However, it can be shown that it is a pure coincidence that this coincidence method works. The condition of equivalence for the efficiencies on different energies is not satisfied. MC model of a standard 3' NaI(Tl) detector was developed (Fig. 3.4) using EGSnrc package (Kawrakow et al., 2017). Efficiencies for different photon energies were simulated and efficiency energy dependence calculated (Fig. 3.5). From Fig. 3.5 it can be seen that the differences between the efficiencies on K\(\alpha\) energy and \(\gamma\) energy are \(\sim 20\%\), while the differences in efficiencies for K\(\alpha\) and K\(\beta\) photons are even bigger, reaching \(30\%\). This is due to iodine K-edge effect on 33.2 keV, making possible X-ray escapes from the detector volume. Similar effects of iodine K-edge can be seen on peak-to-total (PT) calculations from (Saint-Gobain, 2016). It is a wonderful property of the \(^{125}\text{I}\) decay and NaI(Tl) detector that these differences cancel out in a way that the solution made under the equivalence assumption is valid.
In Supplementary information section derivation of the three group equation, with separate efficiencies for $\gamma$-ray, K$\alpha$ and K$\beta$ X-rays is presented with the final solution:

$$N_0 = \frac{(X_{1\alpha} + X_{1\beta} + X_{2\gamma})(X_{2\gamma} + X_{2\alpha} + X_{2\beta} + z_1 + X_{2\beta} + z_2)}{(X_{1\alpha} + X_{1\beta} + z_1 + X_{2\gamma} + X_{2\alpha} + X_{2\beta} + z_2)^2} \left(\frac{N_c^2 - 4N_1N_2}{2N_c(2N_1 - N_c)(2N_2 - N_c)}\right)$$ (3.17)

Where $z_1$ and $z_2$ are defined as the ratios of efficiencies on X-ray energies and $\gamma$ ray energy:

$$\epsilon_{1X\alpha} = z_1 \epsilon_{1\gamma}$$
$$\epsilon_{2X\alpha} = z_1 \epsilon_{2\gamma}$$
$$\epsilon_{1X\beta} = z_2 \epsilon_{1\gamma}$$
$$\epsilon_{2X\beta} = z_2 \epsilon_{2\gamma}$$

If the coefficients $z$ are calculated from the MC simulation the difference between the Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 of only 0.04% is obtained:

$$\frac{(X_{1\alpha} + X_{1\beta} + X_{2\gamma})(X_{2\gamma} + X_{2\alpha} + X_{2\beta} + z_1 + X_{2\beta} + z_2)}{(X_{1\alpha} + X_{1\beta} + z_1 + X_{2\gamma} + X_{2\alpha} + X_{2\beta} + z_2)^2} = 0.24966 \pm 0.00019$$

$$\frac{X_1X_2}{(X_1 + X_2)^2} = 0.24977 \pm 0.00013$$

Therefore, the error introduced by the efficiency equivalence assumption is negligible, although the efficiencies themselves differ significantly.

**Fig. 3.4** 3’’ NaI(Tl) scintillation detector used in EGSnrc Monte Carlo simulation (standard detector from the Scionix).
Experimental set-up for photon-photon coincidence using NaI detectors was installed in the late 2016. A NaI(Tl) detector system, consisting of two Bicron 3’ NaI(Tl) detectors, placed in a long lead shield of 10 cm thickness, enabling detectors to be positioned from 0 cm to 15 cm window-to-window distance is shown in Fig. 3.6. A CAEN DT5780A digital multichannel analyser was used for the acquisition. It is a standalone desktop unit providing also high voltage for the photomultiplier tubes. All measurements were saved in list-mode and analysis performed in post-processing, using the software described in Chapter 1. Separate Matlab code was developed enabling fast calculation of the activity using Eq. 3.16 with implemented correction to reference date and correction for decay during the measurement time. Uncertainty budget was calculated using combined standard uncertainties as defined in the GUM (Joint Committee For Guides In Metrology, 2008).

The method works only for point source geometries. Detectors do not need to be the same and absorbers between the source and the detectors do not affect the result (except through lowering of the count rates introducing higher counting uncertainties). It was the last property that motivated the work resulting with Eq. 3.17. It is clear that photons of different energies are attenuated by different factors in additional absorbers (also in Al detector endcap) violating the efficiency equivalence assumption.
3.4.2 X-ray-gamma coincidence with two HPGe detectors (Paper VI)

Equations given in the previous section, describing count rates in NaI(Tl) detectors, do not hold for HPGe detectors. That is because germanium X-ray escape events, introducing additional coincidences, are highly probable on such low energies. Differences between the total and FEP energy efficiencies need to be introduced, as well as the differences between the efficiencies on X-ray and \( \gamma \) energies. The number of observables in HPGe detector system is not sufficient, therefore, to analytically solve the set of equations an additional parameter needs to be introduced. Efficiencies on X-ray and \( \gamma \) energies were connected by a proportionality factor that was calculated using MC simulation. MC model of the HPGe system was developed. EGSnrc package (Kawrakow et al., 2017) was used and \(^{125}\text{I}\) decay was simulated based on ENSDF data by the decay generator developed by at JRC-Geel (Lutter et al., 2017). MC model of the detectors was based on manufacturer’s specifications and model optimization was done by fitting the model to experimental \(^{125}\text{I}\) spectrum. \(^{125}\text{I}\) spectrum on low energy HPGe detectors has complicated structure with different escape and sum peaks. To obtain a good overlap of the experimental and the model spectrum for all the peaks, all front-end detector parameters had to be adjusted. Dead layer thickness is mainly affecting the escape peaks, while crystal to window distance has the greatest influence on sum peaks. Fig. 3.7 shows excellent overlap of experimentally measured spectrum and MC simulation achieved for a 0.9 μm Ge dead layer and a 5.5 mm window to crystal distance. It was required to measure and adjust the curvature of detector carbon window (Fig. 3.8) as the
attenuation of low-energy photons in air is higher than the attenuation in vacuum. The lowest point of the carbon window is 4 mm below the endcap zero plane.

**Fig. 3.7** MC spectrum (black) added on exponential background over experimentally measured spectrum (red). $\gamma$ peak area of simulated spectrum is normalised to the experimental one ($15\times10^6$ decays simulated). Two small peaks above 70 keV are Pb X-rays.

**Fig. 3.8** Schematic representation of EGSnrc model for LEGe 2 detector.

When compared to photon–photon coincidence counting measurements using two NaI(Tl) detectors, the new method gives much higher uncertainties (Table 3.2). The main uncertainty contribution is from the uncertainties in nuclear data and it is higher than with NaI method (because more parameters are used). The other downside is due to the fact that in the spectra obtained using
NaI detectors all the lines are summed so the relative uncertainty of each input parameter is lower, and there are fewer input parameters for the same reason. Also, when taking the energy gated coincidence spectrum, the additional energy condition significantly reduces the probability for coincidence events, and thus reducing the statistics. When applied to a pure $^{125}$I source standardisation, NaI(Tl) photon – photon coincidence counting significantly outperforms the HPGe method, but it fails in the presence of impurities or mixture of radionuclides due to the poor energy resolution of NaI(Tl) detector and the need for total efficiency measurement. HPGe based method works in presence of impurities if there are no interferences with the lines used for activity calculation (as unfortunately is the case with $^{126}$I).

Table 3.2 Comparison of the two photon–photon coincidence methods for standardisation of $^{125}$I. Measurement time was the same for both. Uncertainties are calculated for coverage factor $k=1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Activity (Bq)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coincidence with HPGe detectors (Paper VI)</td>
<td>298.4±6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coincidence with NaI detectors (Pommé et al., 2005)</td>
<td>300.0± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Standardisation of positron emitters

In this section, a sum-peak method for $\beta^+$ decaying radionuclides followed by gamma emission will be derived. Sum-peak method is well known and can be used for different radionuclides, e.g. $^{60}$Co (Bikit et al., 2009), $^{125}$I (Martin and Taylor, 1992; Pommé et al., 2005), $^{57}$Co (Iwahara et al., 2009), $^{133}$Ba (Novković et al., 2009), $^{176}$Lu (Hult et al., 2014)… By using the methodology from (Volkovitsky and Unterweger, 2012), sum-peak method for $^{22}$Na activity standardization will be derived. Decay scheme of $^{22}$Na is shown in Fig.3.9. $^{22}$Na disintegrates predominantly to the 1275 keV level of $^{22}$Ne (90.30% beta plus and 9.64% electron capture). A very small fraction (0.055%) disintegrates to the ground state of $^{22}$Ne.

Fig. 3.9 $^{22}$Na decay scheme (CEA/LNHB, 2017).
Positron emitting decays result in a two strongly correlated 511 keV photons (emitted in the opposite directions). For an exact description of that kind of decay, angular correlations need to be taken into account. The system consists of only four equations for count rates in a single detector.

Count rate in 511 keV peak:
\[ N_1 = N_0 P_\beta (w^{pp} + w^{pc} + w^{p0}) (1 - \varepsilon_1) \]  (3.19)

Count rate in 1274 keV peak:
\[ N_2 = N_0 \varepsilon_1^P (P_E + P_\beta (w^{0c} + w^{0p} + w^{00})) \]  (3.20)

Sum-peak count rate (1786 keV peak):
\[ N_3 = N_0 \varepsilon_1^P P_\beta (w^{pp} + w^{pc} + w^{p0}) \]  (3.21)

And total count rate:
\[ N_4 = N_0 \varepsilon_1^P (P_E + P_\beta) + N_0 P_\beta (1 - w^{0c} - w^{0p} - w^{00}) - N_0 \varepsilon_1^P P_\beta (1 - w^{0c} - w^{0p} - w^{00}) \]  (3.22)

\( P_E \) stands for EC probability while \( P_\beta \) denotes beta decay probability. For 511 keV photons there are 3×3 correlated detection probabilities: \( w^{pp} \), the probability that both photons are simultaneously detected in both detectors in photopeaks; \( w^{pc} \) and \( w^{cp} \), probabilities that one photon is detected in the photopeak at first detector and another photon detected in the Compton continuum (not fully absorbed in active detector volume) by the second detector; \( w^{p0} \) and \( w^{0p} \), probabilities that one photon is detected in photopeak by one detector and the other photon is not detected; \( w^{c0} \) and \( w^{0c} \), probabilities that one photon is not fully absorbed and another is not detected; \( w^{cc} \), probability that both photons are detected but not in the full peak; \( w^{00} \), probability that both photons escaped detection. The sum of all probabilities equals unity:
\[ \sum_{i,j} w^{ij} = 1 = w^{pp} + w^{pc} + w^{cp} + w^{p0} + w^{0p} + w^{c0} + w^{0c} + w^{cc} + w^{00} \] (3.23)

Eqs (3.19-3.23) yield the solution:
\[ N_0 = \frac{N_1 N_2 + N_2 N_3}{N_3 (P_E + P_\beta)} \]  (3.24)

As only a small fraction (0.056\%) disintegrates to the ground state of \(^{22}\text{Ne}, P_E + P_\beta\) can be set to 1:
\[ N_0 = N_4 + \frac{N_1 N_2}{N_3} \]  (3.25)

That is a variant of a sum-peak method, already used for \(^{22}\text{Na}\) standardization with a HPGe detector (De Oliveira et al., 2012).

Similar approach can be used for \(^{18}\text{F}\) nuclide, emitting only two annihilation photons (X-rays originating from electron capture branch are of very low energies and emission probabilities, thus can be neglected). The method is applicable for a coincidence gamma system equipped with digital acquisition (it does not matter if it is NaI(Tl), HPGe or other).

Let us consider count rates detected by such a system. Let \( N_1 \) be the total count rate on detector 1, \( N_2 \) total anti-coincidence count rate on detector 2 (all counts on detector 2 when there is no event on detector 1) and \( N_3 \) energy gated coincidence peak area (meaning that we put energy gate around 511
on one of the detectors and measure 511 keV coincidence peak area on the other). If \( N_0 \) is activity (times the probability for positron emission):

Total spectrum on detector 1:

\[
N_1 = N_0(w^{pp} + w^{pc} + w^{p0} + w^{cp} + w^{cc} + w^{co})
\]

Anti-coincidence total on detector 2:

\[
N_2 = N_0(w^{op} + w^{oc})
\]

Energy-gated coinc spectrum:

\[
N_3 = N_0(w^{pp})
\]

For 511 keV photons there are 3×3 correlated detection probabilities: \( w^{pp} \), the probability that both photons are simultaneously detected in both detectors in photopeaks; \( w^{pc} \) and \( w^{cp} \), probabilities that one photon is detected in the photopeak at first detector and another photon detected in the Compton continuum (not fully absorbed in active detector volume) by the second detector; \( w^{p0} \) and \( w^{op} \), probabilities that one photon is detected in photopeak by one detector and the other photon is not detected; \( w^{co} \) and \( w^{oc} \), probabilities that one photon is not fully absorbed and another is not detected; \( w^{cc} \), probability that both photons are detected but not in the full peak; \( w^{00} \), probability that both photons escaped detection. The sum of all probabilities equals unity:

\[
\sum_i w_{ij} = 1 = w^{pp} + w^{pc} + w^{cp} + w^{p0} + w^{op} + w^{co} + w^{cc} + w^{00}
\]

All the factors from Eq. (3.29) can be determined (measured) except \( w^{00} \); \( w^{00} \) is not connected to \( N_0 \) in any of the equations (1-3). It can be either determined from experimental measurements of another positron emitter (e.g. \(^{22}\)Na), well detector can be used (NaI(Tl)) so that in 4\( \pi \) geometry \( w^{00} \) > 0, or by Monte Carlo (MC) calculations.

If \( W^{00} \) is determined relative to other probabilities by MC calculations (here \( w^{00}/w^{pp} \) ratio is used but other combinations are possible:

\[
w^{00} = z \times w^{pp}
\]

The final solution is very simple:

\[
N_0 = N_1 + N_2 + N_3 \times z
\]

Here count rate \( N_3 \) is the lowest number so the relative contribution from the uncertainty of \( z \) to the total uncertainty should be low. This holds especially for close geometries. If the detectors are further apart then the contribution from \( z \) becomes more significant (because \( w^{00} \) becomes bigger).

Relative uncertainty of the output quantity originating from the uncertainty in \( z \) is:

\[
u_i = u_z / N_0
\]

We can reasonably assume to be able calculating \( z \) with 10% relative uncertainty. \( Z \) contributes with relative sensitivity factor \( N_3 / (N_1 + N_2 + z \times N_3) \); so if \( N_3 / (N_1 + N_2 + z \times N_3) < 1/10 \) we can expect our result to be within 1% relative combined uncertainty
4. Conclusion and perspectives

The work presented in this thesis was conducted using the experimental set-up that did not exist prior to the beginning of the project (or was deposited in warehouse). Reinforcing the laboratory floor, building up the lead shields and adjusting the detectors is an integral part of this thesis.

The studies presented in this thesis show some promising aspects of list-mode acquisition implementation in an environmental radioactivity gamma laboratory. Two different approaches have been used; active shields for background reduction and multiple detectors for efficiency enhancement in low-level measurements; on the other side, rather high activity levels in standardization measurements and coincidence background reduction for isolation of weak signals in high activity matrices.

For low-level measurements list-mode data acquisition with dual HPGe system enables lowering the limits by background reduction, using anticoincidence mode for single gamma emitters or by increasing the efficiency by the use of sum-coincidence method. Setting-up and the use of veto detectors is much simpler with the list-mode data acquisition.

Post-processing program for coincidence evaluation developed in this work is rather simple and probably not fully optimized. It provided satisfactory performance for the analysis of low count rate experiments. If the methods are going to be used with higher-count rates, multiple energy gates and/or on mobile units, where fast calculation will be needed (e.g. with air-filter or for safeguards), memory mapping and parallel computing capabilities will need to be introduced. Development of the IEC standard for list-mode (Paepen et al., 2015) will probably solve that problem, by making possible the use of state-of-the-art software, e.g. (Shetty and Şahin, 2016), on all commercial systems.

Digital acquisition systems have found its application in activity standardization mainly in Triple to Double Coincidence Ratio method based on liquid scintillation (TDCR) and $4\pi\beta-\mu$ coincidence counting (Bobin et al., 2017; Keightley et al., 2013), but in authors opinion the full capability on HPGe-HPGe systems is still to be discovered (Collins, 2016). Extending photon-photon coincidence methods to volume sources, following the work by Vidmar et al. (Vidmar et al., 2009), should make them competitive with TDCR and CIEMAT standardization methods, that owe its success to simpler sample preparation as easier-to-weigh samples are used.

Angular correlations (e.g. $^{60}$Co, $^{134}$Cs ...) should be treated properly in coincidence measurements for activity determination and standardization. Some MC simulation programs embed the angular correlations in its photon generation from decay data, but EGSnrc (Kawrakow et al., 2017) based decay generator (Lutter et al., 2017) used through this thesis still need that implementation if going to be used in high precision coincidence measurements.

Full uncertainty budget and detection limits calculation according to the ISO 11929 standard (ISO, 2010) still need to be applied for the experiments described in the thesis.
Whole area of application of digital acquisition systems for pulse shape analysis (PSA) in gamma spectrometry has been fully omitted here (see e.g. (González De Orduña et al., 2010; Mi et al., 2017; Wagner, 2017)). It, especially if combined with some of the methods presented here, opens the capabilities of really superior performance of digital multi-detector systems compared to standard gamma spectrometric approach.
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Supplementary information

MDA and characteristic limits

For low-level measurements, where the number of counts in the line of interest is often low and comparable to background counts, the concept of detection limit becomes important. According to the ISO 11929 standard (ISO, 2010) two quantities need to be distinguished:

- “Decision threshold is a value of the estimator of the measurand, which when exceeded by the result of an actual measurement using a given measurement procedure of a measurand quantifying a physical effect, one decides that the physical effect is present.”

Decision threshold (sometimes also referred to as a critical limit (Gilmore, 2008)) answers a posteriori question whether the number of counts in a specific measurement is significant, i.e. tells us if there is a sample contribution present in our measurement. It defined by the probability, α, that our method will give positive identification with the zero value of the measurand (type I error):

\[
y^* = k_{1-\alpha} \tilde{u}(0) \quad (S.1.1)
\]

Where \( y^* \) is the decision threshold, \( k_{1-\alpha} \) is the quantile of the standardized normal distribution corresponding to the predefined probability \( \alpha \) for making errors of type-I and \( \tilde{u}(0) \) is a standard uncertainty of the estimator \( Y (Y=G(x_1,..,x_n)) \) as a function of the true zero value of the measurand (null-hypothesis). Standard uncertainty of the estimator is calculated according to GUM (Joint Committee For Guides In Metrology, 2008), taking into account all the input uncertainties (e.g. nuclear data, mass, efficiency, measurement time …).

- “Detection limit is smallest true value of the measurand which ensures a specific probability of being detectable by the measurement procedure.”

Detection limit answers a priori question how good is our method, i.e. what is the minimum number of counts we can be confident detecting using the selected method. Calculation of a detection limit is not straightforward. It is defined implicitly, by the uncertainty of the measurand having the value of the detection limit:

\[
y^# = y^* + k_{1-\beta} \tilde{u}(y^#) \quad (S.1.2)
\]

Where \( y^# \) denotes the detection limit, \( \tilde{u}(y^#) \) is the uncertainty of the estimator at the detection limit and \( k_{1-\beta} \) is the quantile of the standardized normal distribution corresponding to the predefined probability \( \beta \) for making errors of type-II. There is no general analytical solution therefore iterative method is recommended. Different approximate explicit expressions can be used, e.g. (Glavič-Cindro et al., 2017), providing sufficient reliability.

Through this thesis MDA is used. It is equivalent to detection limit (based on Currie theory (Currie, 1968)) but it neglects the uncertainty contributions from all the input quantities except background counting statistics. MDA definition from (Gilmore, 2008), for 95% confidence levels, is used:

\[
MDA = \frac{L_D}{\sqrt{Y \times \varepsilon_{FEP} \times t \times m}} \quad (S.1.3)
\]

Where \( L_D = 2.71 + 4.65 \times \sqrt{B} \), \( Y \) is photon emission probability (intensity) for the selected line, \( \varepsilon_{FEP} \) is the FEP efficiency for the gamma line of interest (including the TCS correction and self-absorption correction), \( t \) counting time, \( m \) mass of the sample and \( B \) is the number of background counts in the region of interest.

In MDA definition in Paper I, inaccurate phrase “total efficiency” instead of FEP efficiency, was used trying to explain for the included (total) effects of TCS and self-absorption. Another issue with MDA calculation is peak ROI width used for background calculation when no peak is detected. Genie2000 (Canberra, 2013) by default with Currie MDA option uses 4 FWHM (~2 channels) from the each side of the expected peak location for ROI determination used in background calculation. Total ROI width of 2.5 FWHM should be sufficient, as the corresponding peak area coverage is 99.68% (Gilmore, 2008). When there is a peak detected, Genie 2000 is using the area under the
peak as a background value. Anyway, all the MDAs in Paper I were calculated with the peak present in the spectrum and in a consistent way, so the relative comparisons between the different systems are valid.

In Paper III Eq. (S.1.3) was used with $L_D$ calculated from Poisson distribution (because of the low number of background counts). Although the background uncertainty contribution was treated in proper way, detection limit as defined by ISO 11929 is significantly underestimated because of neglecting uncertainty contributions from other measurement input parameters. In the standard measurements the background statistics contribution is dominating (because of high number of background counts), but in low background cases the uncertainties from the efficiencies, geometry parameters etc. should become significant. One obvious thing is the product of efficiencies used in energy gated mode ($\varepsilon_{FEP(\gamma_1)} \times \varepsilon_{FEP(\gamma_2)}$) bringing additional uncertainty through the functional relationship of the estimator.
Photon-photon coincidence counting without the efficiency equivalence on X-ray and gamma energies

The method described in Section 3.4.1 is refined by introducing different efficiencies for X-ray and γ-ray energies. A ‘two group’ model is established, with X-rays in the first group (energy span around 5 keV) and γ-ray in the second energy group. The new equations (equivalent to Eqs (3.15)) are:

\[ N_1 = N_0(X_1\varepsilon_{1X} + X_2\varepsilon_{1X} + X_2\varepsilon_{1Y} - X_1X_2\varepsilon_{1X}\varepsilon_{1X} - X_1X_2\varepsilon_{1Y}) \]  
\[ N_2 = N_0(X_1\varepsilon_{2X} + X_2\varepsilon_{2X} + X_2\varepsilon_{2Y} - X_1X_2\varepsilon_{2X}\varepsilon_{2X} - X_1X_2\varepsilon_{2Y}) \]  
\[ N_c = N_0(2X_1X_2\varepsilon_{1X}\varepsilon_{2X} + X_1X_2\gamma(\varepsilon_{1X}\varepsilon_{2Y} + \varepsilon_{2X}\varepsilon_{1Y})) \]

With:

\[ X_{2X} = \frac{\omega X_1}{1 + \alpha T} \]  
\[ \gamma_{X} = 0.0663(6) \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{ix} \text{ and } \varepsilon_{i\gamma} \] detection efficiencies for X and γ-ray energy photons on detector i

Connecting the efficiencies on X-ray and γ-ray:

\[ \varepsilon_{1X} = z \varepsilon_{1Y} \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{2X} = z \varepsilon_{1Y} \]

Yields the final solution:

\[ N_0 = \frac{X_1\varepsilon_{1X} + X_1\varepsilon_{1Y}}{(X_1 + X_2)\varepsilon_{1X}\varepsilon_{1Y}} \]

That is equivalent to Eq. (3.16) except for the factor z. The factor z can be obtained by Monte Carlo calculations.

If we write three group equations (too long to fit in one page and be clearly readable) by dividing Kα and Kβ contributions, the same way X and γ were in Eqs.(S1a-c), with separate efficiencies for γ-ray, Kα and Kβ X-rays, the final solution is:

\[ N_0 = \frac{(X_1\gamma + X_2\alpha + X_2\beta)\varepsilon_{1X} + X_1\varepsilon_{1X} + X_1\varepsilon_{1Y}}{(X_1\varepsilon_{1X} + X_2\varepsilon_{1X} + X_2\varepsilon_{1Y})(X_1\gamma + X_2\alpha + X_2\beta + X_2\gamma + X_2\beta + X_2\gamma)^2} \]

Where z₁ and z₂ are defined by:

\[ \varepsilon_{1X} = z_1 \varepsilon_{1Y} \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{2X} = z_1 \varepsilon_{2Y} \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{1X} = z_2 \varepsilon_{1Y} \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{2X} = z_2 \varepsilon_{2Y} \]

Difference to Eq. (3.16) is in the factors z, if they are set to 1 the original solution is reconstructed.

By using X₁ and X₂ defined in Section 3.4.1:

\[ X_1\alpha + X_1\beta = X_1 \]  
\[ X_2\gamma + X_2\alpha + X_2\beta = X_2 \]
Low-level gamma-ray spectrometry for the determination of $^{210}\text{Pb}$
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Abstract A well high purity germanium (HPGe) gamma spectrometer with NaI(Tl) Compton anticoincidence shield recently installed at DTU Nutech and specially designed for low-level measurements was used for the $^{210}\text{Pb}$ determination in environmental samples. The system is compared to standard stand-alone HPGe spectrometers. The choice between high efficiency well and planar detectors as well as optimum sample size depending on available sample quantity are discussed. Results show that the only comparative advantage of the well anticoincidence system is when just small sample sizes are available.
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Introduction

Gamma-spectrometry is a useful tool for determination of radionuclides in environmental samples. It is non-destructive, there is no special radio-chemical sample preparation and many radionuclides can be determined in a single measurement. High purity germanium (HPGe) spectrometers are usually used for low-level gamma-spectrometry. When measuring low activities, such as usually found in environmental samples, the quantity of interest is the minimum detectable activity (MDA) which gives the limit of minimum activity we expect to be able detecting with our system with a 95% certainty [1]. Many factors affect MDA for the nuclide of interest: detector efficiency, energy resolution (FWHM), peak background and measurement time. Detector efficiency and resolution are “intrinsic” detector properties and to reproduce the values quoted by manufacturer it is important to properly set-up the detector electronics and acquisition system. Electronic noise reduction, shaping-time settings, good pole-zero cancellation and enough channels in spectrum when analyzing low-energy emitters are important [2, 3]. For the analysis of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ spectrometers with thin entrance windows (usually 0.5 mm carbon-epoxy, Be or Al), to minimize the absorption of the 46.54 keV gamma ray before the detector crystal, are favorable. Background, as the most critical contribution to the MDA, can be divided into two main contributions: one originating from the sample itself and the other coming from outside the sample. Detectors are placed in lead shields (usually 10–15 cm thick) to reduce the latter. External contributions are cosmic background, background induced by impurities in the shield and detector material, air radon-induced background and Pb characteristic X-rays. Lead shields with low $^{210}\text{Pb}$ impurities, inner shields of Cd and Cu to reduce Pb X-rays, extra-pure elements used for detector production, nitrogen overpressure in the shield to reduce Rn inflow and veto detectors or underground laboratories for cosmic component are all methods commonly used in background reduction [4–11]. Background from the sample itself arises from Compton scattered photons in the sample, shielding material or the detector. That background is different for every sample and depends on the amount of radionuclides with higher gamma energies than that of interest, as well as on the detector size, sample geometry and composition. Active shields have been used for Compton background suppression [12–19], in principle similar to cosmic veto detectors, operated in anticoincidence with the main
detector, but with the difference that the additional detectors are placed inside the lead shielding, close to the main detector to detect as much as possible of the Compton scattered photons. Although increasing the background component coming from outside the sample (mainly due to $^{40}$K in the NaI(Tl) detectors when such are used as active shields) Compton suppression is particularly useful on low energies and background reduction for a factor of 2 around 50 keV has been reported [14, 15]. $^{210}$Pb is widely used as a tracer in terrestrial and aquatic environments [20]. Lowering the MDA in $^{210}$Pb analysis of environmental samples is particularly important for the dating of sediments and peat profiles [21, 22] where the improved MDA’s enables analysis of smaller samples and thus resulting in a higher spatial resolution. In this paper we compare the HPGe-Well spectrometer with Compton suppression to the standard stand-alone spectrometers routinely used for $^{210}$Pb determination and try to answer which one is the detector of choice depending on the sample quantity available.

**Experimental**

The Gamma Laboratory at the Radioecology Section at DTU Center for Nuclear Technologies (Nutech) is a surface laboratory operating around 20 HPGe detectors. In this paper stand-alone systems used for low energy measurements will be compared to a newly installed HPGe Well spectrometer equipped with a NaI(Tl) Compton suppression system. The Well HPGe—NaI system consist of a horizontal integral (Canberra model GCW2021, 125 cm$^3$ Ge volume, 10 mm diameter and 40 mm deep well) well detector with 0.5 mm Al window inserted into a large NaI(Tl) annulus crystal (300 x 300 mm annulus plus an additional plug, by Harshaw). The entire system is placed in a 10 cm thick lead cave made of low activity Boliden lead directly surrounding the annulus. The NaI(Tl) crystal is coupled to seven photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and their signals are combined in one preamplifier (PA) and sent to a Canberra 2025 amplifier. In Fig. 1a schematic diagram of the system is shown, explaining how the units are connected. The 2025 amplifier provides a fast amplifier output pulse, Incoming Count Rate (ICR) output, which is sent to a Canberra 2040 coincidence unit. If coincidence between the fast amplifier pulse of the NaI(Tl) and the HPGe-well is detected within a selected time window the signal is delayed in a Canberra 2055 Signal shaper and delay unit (SSDU) to match the timing of the unipolar output from the Well-Ge amplifier and thereafter sent to the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), where the anticoinsidence option is selected. The system is adjusted using an oscilloscope so that the delayed signal from the 2055 SSDU covers the duration of the unipolar output signal from the HPGe Well. Further adjustments were made by observing the HPGe Well coincidence spectrum, especially its low energy part where we are interested in background reduction. It is necessary to carefully adjust these parameters as selecting too long anticoincidence pulse width unnecessarily increases the dead time while too short does not cover all detected Compton events as there is a time-walk effect [23, 24] related to the ICR output pulse generation in both amplifiers. The delay is a consequence of the faster pulse formation in the scintillation detector. At the end, coincidence resolving time was set to 0.6 μs, signal was delayed for 6.5 μs and the minimum width for anticoincidence gate signal of 0.5 μs was chosen.

The other detectors used in the comparison were a Canberra broad energy range BE5030, a Canberra low energy semi-planar GL2020 with U-shaped cryostat and an Ortec coaxial GMX series. Their specifications are given in Table 1. Geometries used were 50 mm diameter Petri dish filled up to 15 cm$^3$ volume (corresponding to 7 mm filling height) with 0.9 mm thick polystyrene walls for the stand-alone detectors and 10 x 40 mm tube of 1.7 cm$^3$ volume (35 mm filling height) made of 1.1 mm thick acrylic plastic for the HPGe Well.

A certified reference material, NBL-103 [24] (0.05% U, Pitchblende ore in silica), with uranium daughters is secondary equilibrium giving $(6.16 \pm 0.09) \text{ Bq/g}$ of $^{210}$Pb, and a Baltic sea sediment sample were used throughout the comparison. Sediment sample has been freeze dried and mortared prior to measurement.

---

1. The lead was bought from the Swedish mining company Boliden, in early 1990s with certified $^{210}$Pb content of less than 35 Bq/kg.
Results and discussion

Calibration of $^{210}$Pb on all detectors was checked using the NBL 103 certified reference material. An HPGe Well spectrum for the NBL 103 obtained with and without the Compton suppression system active is shown in Fig. 2. A mass of 2.2 g of NBL 103 material was filled in the tube, measuring time was set to 4700 s and 8192 ADC channels were used. In the (44.4–49.3) keV energy range the observed Compton reduction factor is 1.8, which corresponds to values reported in the literature. Compton reduction strongly depends on the other radionuclides present in the sample. For samples with higher activities of for instance $^{137}$Cs, $^{60}$Co or $^{40}$K, where high Compton background is expected, it can be even higher. In Fig. 3 a coincidence gated spectrum of the HPGe Well detector is shown, counts that are normally rejected are present here. It can be seen that there is a rejection of counts for coincident multi-gamma emitters (e.g., $^{214}$Bi 609.3 and 1120.3 keV). In the magnified (40–70) keV region the 50.13 keV line of $^{227}$Th and the 53.23 keV line of $^{214}$Pb are visible, both isotopes have several energetic gamma lines in coincidence. As expected, there is no $^{210}$Pb signal as it is a single gamma emitter and coincidence timings were set properly so random coincidences are negligible. That actually reduces the efficiency of the detector for those nuclides when using an active Compton suppression and has to be taken into consideration before deciding to use active Compton shielding [18].

Detectors were compared using the NBL 103 certified reference material. For the planar detectors a Petri dish (50 mm diameter) was used with three different fillings: 5, 10 and 15 cm$^3$, while for the well detector a plastic tube of 1.7 cm$^3$ volume that fits the well was used. The Petri dish was measured directly on the detector surface using only a plastic protective sheet (<1 mm thick) covering the detectors. NBL 103 spectra for the different detectors are shown in Fig. 4. Measurement time for all detectors was 47377 s. The sample mass for the Petri geometry was 12.782 and 2.2183 g for well. The GL2020 has the lowest background of planar detectors, while BE5030 has the best resolution and efficiency. Table 2 shows the efficiencies and resolutions of the detectors for the $^{210}$Pb line along with the corresponding MDAs for 1 day measurement time. For the efficiency, the total efficiency $\varepsilon_{\text{m}}$, calculated by dividing the net count rate to the sample activity and the gamma emission probability for $^{210}$Pb, is given. MDA is calculated using the Currie equation [1] for 95% confidence level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector name</th>
<th>Crystal diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Crystal thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Window material</th>
<th>Window thickness (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCW2021</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPGe-well</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE5030</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>Carbon epoxy</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL2020</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Carbon epoxy</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortec GMX</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \text{MDA} = \frac{2.71 + 4.65 \times \sqrt{B}}{Y \times \varepsilon_m \times t \times m} \]  

(1)

\( Y \) is photon emission probability (intensity), \( \varepsilon_m \) total efficiency, \( t \) counting time, \( m \) mass of the sample and \( B \) is the number of background counts. Number of background counts, as well as the net number of counts used for the efficiency calculation, are obtained using Canberra’s Genie™ 2000 V3.4 software Sum/Non-linear LSQ Fit method for peak area calculation [25]. Peak background was determined using four channels on each side of the peak to calculate continuum step function. It can be seen that the BE5030 and the Well-Nal(Tl) detectors give the lowest values for the MDAs, so additional measurements for different sample masses were performed to determine the optimal mass when the use of the well detector is justified. In Fig. 5 the MDA values down to 0.5 g sample masses are shown. The Well-Nal(Tl) system performs better for the small sample masses, but for large sample mass the BE5030 MDA is lower by an order of magnitude. Fit functions were chosen proportional to the inverse square root of mass (background proportional to mass and constant efficiency simplification was used). The maximum sample mass that fits the well detector is constrained by the well size, so there is no decrease in MDA even if a larger sample quantity is available. There are no improvements in MDA by using the Well-Nal(Tl) system over the BE5030 detector for masses higher than about 4 g, as can be seen from the intersection of the fit curves. Even for the BE detector the increase in sample mass above about 12 g does not improve MDA. The factors contributing to this are decrease of the total efficiency (due to the detector-sample geometry factor and self-absorption of the gamma-ray photons in the sample) and increase of the Compton background.

Finally, detectors were compared by means of MDA by using a sediment sample containing \(^{210}\text{Pb},^{137}\text{Cs} (0.076 \pm 0.003),^{60}\text{Co} (0.037 \pm 0.01)\) and \(^{40}\text{K} (0.51 \pm 0.02) \) Bq/g, as representative of low-activity samples measured at Nutech. BE5030 is LABSOCS calibrated so the Canberra’s Genie Geometry composer was used for the efficiency calculation, while on the GL2020 detector self-absorption correction for the \(^{210}\text{Pb} \) gamma ray was done using a point source method [26]. For the stand-alone detectors 7.92 g of the sample was used in a 15 cm\(^3 \) Petri geometry while the well tube contained 0.85 g of the sample (full tube, 1.7 cm\(^3 \)). From Table 3 it can be seen that detector BE5030 shows the best MDA performance in terms of activity per mass (Bq/g) while the HPGe Well system can detect lowest total amount of total activity (Bq). It is necessary

### Table 2
Comparison of detector performance for different sample masses using NBL certified reference material (uncertainties are for a coverage factor \( k = 1 \))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Sample mass (g)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_m )</th>
<th>FWHM (keV)</th>
<th>BKG</th>
<th>MDA in one day (Bq/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL2020</td>
<td>19.272</td>
<td>0.136 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.31E+04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.782</td>
<td>0.153 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1.73E+04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.261</td>
<td>0.185 ± 0.003</td>
<td>8.38E+03</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortec GMX</td>
<td>19.272</td>
<td>0.153 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.30E+04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.782</td>
<td>0.173 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2.31E+04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.261</td>
<td>0.211 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1.29E+04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE5030</td>
<td>19.272</td>
<td>0.223 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.65E+04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.782</td>
<td>0.253 ± 0.004</td>
<td>1.58E+04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.261</td>
<td>0.291 ± 0.005</td>
<td>9.87E+03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well single</td>
<td>2.2183</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.18E+04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-Nal(Tl)</td>
<td>2.2183</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.01</td>
<td>6.70E+03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Background and MDA are given for a 1 day counting time (86,400 s)
to emphasize that the sample mass used for the measurement on the well detector was an order of magnitude lower. The last column in Table 3, giving measured activity concentrations, shows slightly higher value for the well detector. That is probably because no self-absorption correction was used for the well detector, and although the tube diameter used for the well is only 8 mm the difference in attenuation coefficients in the NBL sample and sediment are observable. Self-absorption should be included if high-density NORM samples are analyzed.

**Conclusions**

Comparison of the Compton suppressed Well-HPGe spectrometer with stand-alone spectrometers available at the DTU-Nutech gamma laboratory showed that the only comparative advantage of the Well-HPGe system over the best performing stand-alone detector (Canberra BE5030) for $^{210}$Pb determination is when only a small sample quantity is available and even for small sample sizes the difference is not very significant (Fig. 5). That is due to the limited sample size that fits the well and particularly due to lower capacitance and better charge collection in BE detectors compared to classical HPGe-well detectors thus providing better resolution (FWHM) in the BE-detector. The resolution is a very important factor both for the sensitivity (peak background component in MDA) and for precision. Poor resolution of the well detector (1.20 keV for the $^{210}$Pb line compared to 0.46 keV for the BE5030 detector) gives also higher uncertainties in the activity determination as there is overlap with the 50.13 keV line of $^{227}$Th so it is difficult to properly subtract the peak background (see Fig. 4). On the other side the efficiency within the well is relatively constant so the system is less sensitive to volume changes for small samples. A well detector with energy resolution comparable to that of Broad Energy Germanium (BE) type detectors would significantly outperform any planar detector in the analysis of low-energy gamma emitters when equipped with a Compton suppression system. Here the new Canberra Small Anode Germanium (SAGe) well looks promising [27, 28]. When comparing gamma-ray spectrometry with other radiometric techniques, such as alpha-particle counting (of the $^{210}$Po daughter) or LSC/beta counting ($^{210}$Bi), larger sample sizes are needed and gamma-ray spectrometry gives significantly higher detection limits [29]. Still, sample preparation methods for gamma analysis are non-destructive and much easier and additional radionuclides can be determined in one measurement, thus gamma-ray spectrometry remains the method of choice for fast and easy determination of $^{210}$Pb in environmental samples.
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**Table 3** Comparison of $^{210}$Pb MDA for the selected detectors for a sediment sample and 5 days counting time (uncertainties are for a coverage factor $k = 1$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>MDA (mBq/g)</th>
<th>MDA (mBq)</th>
<th>M (g)</th>
<th>A (Bq/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE5030</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>0.087 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL2020</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>0.085 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-NaI(Tl)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.092 ± 0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Comparison of $^{210}$Pb MDA for the selected detectors for a sediment sample and 5 days counting time (uncertainties are for a coverage factor $k = 1$)
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Background reduction at DTU Nutech surface gamma laboratory
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Abstract
Background of a broad energy range (BEGe) type HPGe spectrometer located in a surface laboratory has been studied. Sources of background and of background variation have been identified and different remediation strategies undertaken. By covering the shield with an air tight cover and venting inside of the shield with nitrogen boiling off from the Dewar, radon induced component and its variation have been significantly reduced. Laboratory has not any overburden so cosmic-ray induced background is dominating. Cosmic veto was installed and optimised using digital acquisition system in list-mode with time-stamped data. Muon component reduction resulted in total background reduction by a factor of 1.4. This is similar to previously published data on cosmic suppression by a single veto plate in surface laboratory. It has been estimated that surrounding the shield with four additional plates would yield reduction factor of 2.4. The thermal and fast neutron fluxes have been calculated from the peak areas of gamma lines originating from neutron capture and inelastic scattering reactions in germanium crystal.

Keywords: cosmic veto, HPGe detector, low-level, anticoincidence, gamma spectrometry.

1. Introduction
Gamma-ray spectrometry using high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors is the most prevalent (radiometric) method for determination of radionuclides. Range of applications are wide, from measurements of very high activities in radiopharmaceuticals, over low activity levels in environmental samples to extremely low levels encountered in rare events detection. When low activity levels are measured low background detectors are used, with samples placed close to the detector (in some cases, e.g. [1], even the detector material itself is a ‘sample’) and measured over long time. Depending on activity levels that can be reached, systems can be roughly divided to low-level and ultra low-level. For low-level applications special radiopure materials are used for shielding and in detector production and for ultra low-level additional measures for background reduction are undertaken; such as placing the detectors in underground laboratories [2].

It is clear that background is an important factor in gamma-ray spectrometry. Usually, a background spectrum is considered to be a spectrum taken when there is no sample on a detector. The other possibility is to measure an empty beaker without the sample in, but that is rarely practiced. As any normal spectrum, background introduces both peaked counts and counts in continuum (Compton, bremsstrahlung or charged particle interactions in detector). Counts in peak are important because they need to be subtracted from the counts measured with sample on. Background continuum counts do not affect measurements directly but, together with the continuum coming from the sample itself (and counts in peak if present) determine the performance of the system through detection limits. Detection limit is proportional to the square root of background [3] in the region of interest for specific gamma line so the influence of background is more important for activity calculation where the contribution is linear.

Good knowledge and control over background in gamma spectrometry is important not only because of reducing detection limits but also because, what is often neglected, variability in
background affecting measurement results [4][5]. Background contribution (total and variability) is the more important the lower activates being measured are, so in low-level laboratories background is (the most)/particularly important parameter.

There are many factors that may lead to changes in background. Detector or in-shield contamination by sample or small changes in shield geometry (usually in moving parts, closing system etc.) will induce a sharp change. Airborne radon concentration in the laboratory can be affected by seasonal variations and meteorological conditions [6] but the most important is stability of laboratory ventilation. Deposition of radon and progenies on a plastic baker surfaces due to static charge is also observed [7], [8]. Care should be taken with detector plastic covers used for protection (from contamination or window damage). It is recommended starting the measurements with a delay (after placing the sample and closing the shield) to allow for a decay of short-lived $^{222}$Rn daughters. Improper radon background management can have high impact on $^{226}$Ra activity determination over $^{214}$Bi and $^{214}$pb daughters [9]. Changes in cosmic radiation flux can also introduce background variability.

All this can significantly affect measurement results. In standard gamma spectrometric applications it will mean reporting wrong activity values or decision limits, but sometimes one can be tempted to explain unexpected results by the decay law violation [10]. If only a counting uncertainty is used as uncertainty for background peaks that will underestimate the total uncertainty in background (because of variability) [11]. That is why background spectra should be recorded routinely (to account for variability and to detect possible sharp changes in the background) and good quality assurance system should also take background variability into account, as for example in [12].

In this work we present background budget in a typical low-level surface gamma laboratory used for routine measurements of environmental and radioecological samples. Contributions from different background sources are estimated and different background remediation strategies tested; active cosmic veto detector for the reduction of cosmic background component and flushing by evaporating nitrogen from the Dewar for the reduction of airborne radon concentration inside the shield. Reducing the cosmic ray background component enables reaching lower detection limits, but by reducing general background continuum it also enhances the counting statistics in environmental background peaks (e.g. radon progeny) thus enabling easier monitoring of background variability [13].

2. Experimental setup

The Radioecology section of DTU Nutech operates 18 HPGe detectors with relative efficiencies ranging from 15% to 50%. Of those, 15 are used for routine measurements, where samples are changed and spectra evaluated by technicians. For quality control, sources of evaporated $^{241}$Am, $^{137}$Cs and $^{60}$Co embedded in epoxy glue in glass LSC vials are measured monthly to check the efficiency and energy calibration of the detectors. Short background checks are often performed, while long background measurements are taken once or twice per year (usually over holidays). The rest of the detectors is located in a special research laboratory and consist of a HPGe-well detector equipped with Compton anticoincidence shield [14] and a HPGe-HPGe coincidence gamma spectrometric system [15]. Gamma laboratories are situated in a single storey building with no overburden (there is no concrete slab/plate above, only a thin roof). The cosmic induced background will be much higher than in a laboratories placed under only a few storeys building. Anyway, low-level gamma spectrometry is not the main strength in the Radioecology section, as the expertise in radiochemistry is used for concentrating the radionuclides of interest in low activity samples.

This work will focus on one of the three Canberra BEGe 5030 type detectors procured in 2016 (late 2015), named detector 8 (DET08). The detectors are intended for routine use and provide good
resolution and optimal efficiency for wide range of samples measured (mostly activity in food and environment). The detectors are placed in 10 cm thick lead shields (Fig. 1), manufactured in the years 70’s and 80’s from lead with low $^{210}\text{Pb}$ content (mainly supplied from Boliden and Goslar). Radon contribution to the background is proportional to radon concentration in laboratory air and the volume of free space surrounding the detector inside the shield [16]. Our shields have a large free volume and are not tight so we expected radon background to be significant. Shields have different inner linings for Pb X-ray fluorescence attenuation. DET08 is equipped with 1 mm cadmium inner lining. Detector 8 is ~50% relative efficiency (germanium crystal diameter 81 mm, thickness 31 mm) in an ultra-low background dipstick cryostat (Model 7500SL-RDC-6-ULB) with remote preamplifier. Detector has 0.6 mm thick carbon epoxy window. One plastic (polyvinyltoluene) sheet manufactured by Scionix (model R400x50B500) with 5 cm active thickness was used as active cosmic veto detector. The veto was placed outside on the top of lead cave (Fig. 1). Acquisition for routine measurements is done using a standard amplifier – Canberra multiport chain, but with veto digital list-mode acquisition was used. A CAEN DT5781P digital multichannel analyser was used for list-mode acquisition, enabling time-stamped data collection with 10 ns time resolution and 15 bit ADC resolution. Genie 2000 spectra were generated using MATLAB based coincidence analysis software described in [15][17]. For the peak location and area calculation Canberra Genie 2000 software [18] was used via the interactive peak fit package [19].

![Fig. 1 BEGe detector inside lead shield with plastic veto plate placed on top (dimensions are in mm). Shield opens by sliding the lid.](image-url)
3. Results

3.1. Background variability and radon contribution

Background on detector 8 has been measured regularly over two years. Fig. 2 (b and c) shows background variation in ten measurements taken between March 2016 and October 2017. Measurement times range from 2 to 10 days with an average of 5 days. Relative variation in integral count rates is less than 5%, while count rates in peaks originating in cosmic activation of detector and shielding material vary less than 20%. As no lines overlapping with neutron activation lines are selected in our nuclide library, variations in that part of background contribute to the measurement results only via MDA determination where they come in as a square root of background counts so the effect of variation should not be important. Variation in radon daughters count rates is clear and important. If only counting uncertainty of a single background measurement is taken as total uncertainty for a selected background line it significantly underestimates the total uncertainty dominated by background variability. Table 1 shows average, minimum and maximum count rates in the three most pronounced lines originating from radon progeny and \(^{40}\)K line. Variation in radon daughters’ count rates is up to factor ~3 while the variation in \(^{40}\)K peak count rate is less than 20%. Radon progeny variation is a consequence of varying radon concentration in lab air while \(^{40}\)K might come from small differences in shield geometry (e.g. incomplete lid closing) or LN2 filling (LN2 shielding effect has not been examined). When the effect of background variability on determination of \(^{214}\)Bi and \(^{214}\)Pb is calculated, estimated error of up to 0.3 Bq per sample or 20 Bq/kg (depending on sample size) can be introduced if variability is neglected, Table 2. The effect on \(^{40}\)K determination is lower but still significant because of lower FEP efficiency for 1.5 MeV photons and lower gamma emission probability for \(^{40}\)K. Here we neglected the effect of sample shielding the detector (by reducing the available volume inside the shield and by attenuation of gamma rays) that would reduce radon background component with the sample on. Shielding factors should be estimated either by measurements of blank samples or by modelling [20]. Daily (diurnal) radon oscillations although prominent [9] are also neglected. They do not make significant impact on low activity measurements as low activities are measured over a few days period so the high frequency background oscillation is averaged [6].

Fig. 3 shows dependence of integral background count rate in 40-2100 keV region on sum of count rates in 295 keV, 352 keV and 609 keV peaks. Two count rates are strongly correlated with Pearson's linear correlation coefficient of 0.92 (p<0.001). If extrapolated to zero \(^{222}\)Rn background contribution, it gives 1.24 cps for total background count rate. Taking into account average background count rate of 1.27(0.03) cps we calculate average radon contribution to be less than 3% in the total background.

Radon background component, although insignificant in the total background, has strong impact on \(^{222}\)Rn daughters determination. Therefore we decided to reduce that background component. First step was covering of the shield with a simple motor boat cover (Sea Cover 420D 75x75x45 cm 420D polyester); that reduced air exchange between the lab and inside the shield. Then nitrogen boiling off the Dewar was fed through a small hole inside the shield to create overpressure and further reduce air coming inside the shield. Special plug was manufactured to tightly close the filling nitrogen inlet; hose was mounted on outgassing port and fed into the shield. Third outlet (safety) was not blocked. By that we managed to significantly reduce the variation in radon component (Table 1), but to confirm the stability further measurements are needed. \(^{40}\)K component was reduced by the by re-alignment of some lead bricks and introduction of Pb ring between the preamplifier and a Dewar (Fig. 1). This is to further enhance the effect of offset between the upper and lower part of the cryostat that shields the detector element from vacuum sieves [21]. We do not have a lead plate under the Dewar so this lead ring blocks direct line of sight from ground to crystal absorbing a part of \(^{40}\)K photons. The flow-rate of evaporating radon was calculated to be between...
0.6 and 1 l/min. A test was made by using nitrogen from pressurized cylinder (that has been left for 2 months to allow any possible radon contamination to decay) and flow-rates ranging from 0.6-4 l/min, but no significant change have been observed, Appendix 2. One problem that remains is air exchange by opening the shield for sample changing. Our shields have a large free volume inside so that can introduce a lot of airborne radon. Therefore we decided the next step would be reducing the shield inner volume by introducing ultra-pure lead plates. Until then a ~4 hours delay between sample exchange (fast exchange to minimise the time shield is open) and start of the measurement will be introduced for low level measurements. That should be enough for $^{222}$Rn progeny to decay and possibly to exchange part of $^{222}$Rn with venting nitrogen. Now with the purging we expect background to be lower and more stable. Additional background measurements over longer time period are needed to update new uncertainties for the optimized system.

**Fig. 2** Background variability. Variation in background count rate of natural sources, radon daughters and $^{40}$K, is shown in a). In September 2017 flushing with evaporating nitrogen from Dewar was started, reducing the overall Rn background and its variability (indicated with vertical line). Variation in peak count rates of cosmic induced lines and integral background are shown in b) and c).

**Table 1** Variation in background count rates before and after Rn reduction. Rn average values are reduced by factor 2-3 and variability up to order of magnitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>E (keV)</th>
<th>Count rate before (cps)</th>
<th>Count rate after (cps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|        |         |         |     |     |         |     |     |
|--------|---------|-------------------------|------------------------|
Table 2 Background variation effect on activity calculation for two standard bakers used (before the radon component remediation installed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E (keV)</th>
<th>$I_y$</th>
<th>FEP eff</th>
<th>TCS corr.</th>
<th>Bq</th>
<th>Bq/kg</th>
<th>FEP eff</th>
<th>TCS corr.</th>
<th>Bq</th>
<th>Bq/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{214}\text{Pb}$</td>
<td>295.22</td>
<td>18.414</td>
<td>1.3E-01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.1E-01</td>
<td>2.2E+01</td>
<td>4.3E-02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.3E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{214}\text{Pb}$</td>
<td>351.93</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>1.1E-01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.1E-01</td>
<td>2.3E+01</td>
<td>3.7E-02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.4E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{214}\text{Bi}$</td>
<td>609.31</td>
<td>45.49</td>
<td>6.5E-02</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.2E-01</td>
<td>2.4E+01</td>
<td>2.3E-02</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3.1E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{40}\text{K}$</td>
<td>1460.82</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>3.0E-02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.8E-02</td>
<td>1.2E+01</td>
<td>1.1E-02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.6E-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Total spectrum count rate in 40-2100 keV interval as a function of sum of count rates in three radon daughters’ peaks (295 keV, 352 keV and 609 keV).

3.2 Muon component reduction

Active cosmic shield, or muon veto, is a special detector providing anticoincidence signal for the main HPGe detector. This way, events originating from muons depositing energy in both detectors are not counted by the main detector. Various types of detectors can be used as veto, e.g. [22][7][23], but plastic scintillators are prevailing in gamma spectrometry applications [24], [25]. Usually, veto is placed outside the lead shield covering the shield from all sides (or top surface if only one plate is available). In some special configurations, an in-shield veto can be added to enhance the muon shielding by detecting the muons that did not interact with the main shield [26] (this is not to be confused with Compton veto). Environmental gamma background is also detected by the muon veto so the proper energy threshold should be selected to discriminate environmental
and muon component in order to prevent unnecessary dead-time introduction. Veto detectors are usually designed so the environmental and muon component peaks are far apart enabling setting-up proper low level discriminator (LLD) to filter the environmental gamma events. An additional lead shield around the veto can be used to shield against the environmental γ radiation [27][28]. Use of two veto plates operated in coincidence [29] is also possible. That way long energy tailing of environmental gamma (from coincidence summing) is rejected reducing the dead time, but coincidence criteria also reduces the efficiency for muon detection counting only those events interacting with both plates (although not significantly [30]).

Plastic scintillator veto was placed over detector 08 and spectra from both detectors were saved in a list-mode with a time stamp for each detected event. On-board triggering in CAEN digital MCA is done via RC-CR2 digital filter [31]; occurrence of the event (time stamp) corresponds to zero crossing of the RC-CR2 filter. Similar to constant fraction discriminator triggering (CFD), it is independent of the pulse amplitude, but there might some dependence on a pulse rise-time [32]. RC-CR2 signal is in our case smoothed using moving average filter of 32 samples width. Fig. 4 shows time distribution of coincidences between the HPGe and the veto detector (acquisition time is 5 days). Separation between the natural radioactivity γ rays and the energy deposited by muons was done using an energy threshold identified in Fig. 5. Coincidence time peak has an underlying structure coming from different processes causing coincident detection (Fig. 4 insert). It can be explained if coincidence spectrum in HPGe detector is generated for each delay range, Fig. 6. There is a sharp peak in a time spectrum around 1.7 μs, originating from the interaction of muon in both detectors (from 0.8 to 2.2 μ). The delay is due to the different signal rise-times in scintillator and HPGe detector. Peak broadening is due to the rise-time energy-dependence in HPGe detector. In the spectrum with 2.2 to 3.4 μs coincidence delay 72*Ge broad neutron activation line is visible (~700 keV broad peak in the red spectrum Fig. 6). This delay may come from the 72*Ge half-life (400 ns [33]) but as broadening of gamma line is present, it may also be a consequence of delay in neutron production from muon interaction in the shielding material (tertiary neutrons emitted from excited nuclides in shielding). Peak broadenin g occurs because of fast de-excitation compared to charge collection time leading to the collection of electron hole pairs generated by the recoil of the nucleus (taking a part of neutron energy in inelastic scattering). The coincidence spectrum created with delays covering the long tail of the coincidence time peak (3.4-15 μs, Fig. 6 blue spectrum) has a pronounced 13.2 keV peak and strong annihilation 511 keV peak. The low energy 13.2 keV peak comes from de-excitation of the first level in 75Ge with 2.92 μs half-life [34].
**Fig. 4** Time distribution of differences in signal generation between the coincident events in the HPGe and the veto detector (time an event is registered in HPGe minus the time stamp of the closest veto event). If environmental background counts are not discriminated in veto detector random coincidence continuum is high (black curve). By setting the low level discriminator around 5 MeV on veto detector, random coincidence count rate is reduced and timing properties become clearer.

**Fig. 5** Cosmic veto detector spectra (5 days). Spectrum of coincidences with HPGE detector (15 μs width and 0.8 μs delay) is shown in blue. Peak centered around 10 MeV is originating from muons passing through the plate. Low energy part going up to 3 MeV comes from environmental...
background radiation. Threshold energy for separation of environmental background and muon events is set in the middle of plateau between the two peaks, around 5 MeV. It is used together with time coincidence to reduce random coincidences between the environmental background in veto detector and counts in the HPGe detector.

Fig. 7 shows background spectra for 15 days measuring period. Spectra are generated with ADC resolution of 16384 channels (0.18 keV per channel) but have been rebinned to 4096 channels (0.72 keV per channel) so the peaks are more apparent. Bottom part of the figure shows reduction factor (per 4 bins) calculated as a ratio of original spectrum and anticoincidence spectrum: \( I(\text{veto OFF})/I(\text{veto ON}) \). Reduction factor shows a weak energy dependence rising from 1.25 on low energy to 1.75 on high energy part of the spectrum, with an average of 1.45. The energy dependence is a consequence of change in the relative contribution from muon component to the total background with energy. Natural background component is falling with increasing energy (as detector efficiency for gamma photon detection), around 200 keV \(^{210}\text{Bi}\) bremsstrahlung becomes important and on very low energies microphonic (and electronic?) noise contributions start to appear. As expected, lines originating in natural background (\(^{40}\text{K}, \, ^{214}\text{Bi}, \, ^{214}\text{Pb}, \, ^{208}\text{Tl}\)) are outliers as the total peak areas are not changed. Neutron induced background lines (558.5 keV \(^{114}\text{Cd}\), 803.1 \(^{206}\text{Pb}\) and Ge lines) are also less reduced than overall continuum. Annihilation peak on 511 keV and Cd X-ray lines are reduced above the average.

If this background reduction is accounted for in calculations done in [14], a new \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) MDA value of 75 mBq for standard sediment sample and 5 day counting is obtained (14% improvement compared to reported value of 87 mBq). That is not a grand improvement (1.3 days shorter counting time to achieve the same MDA as before). More important benefit is enhancement in the signal-to-noise ratio (peak to continuum) for radon induced peaks (see insert in Fig. 7), enabling better monitoring of the background variation in shorter counting times.
Reduction factor of our system is almost the same as in reference [35] where the factor of 1.37 in 40-2715 keV range was reported; authors used single veto plate of the size similar to ours (theirs was 50x50x5 cm). A higher reduction factor 4, using only top plate (76*76 cm), is claimed by LBNL group [36]. Reduction factor 3 (50-2800 keV) was reported in [25], where authors used 5 plates covering the detector from top and four sides. We tried estimating the possible effect of using side plates by calculating the solid angle covered by veto plate convoluted with angular flux distribution (muon flux $\sim \cos^2\varphi$, where $\varphi$ is zenith angle [37]). Ray-tracing simulation (Appendix 4) gives 61% of generated particles are stopped in veto, meaning that the reduction factor with four additional plates would be around 2.4. BEGe detector ‘transparency’ effect for muons was neglected here. Detector is thin and wide, so expected side plate’s contribution is higher because of the higher probability for interaction with muons hitting Ge crystal from sides.

Table 4 gives a summary of peaks observed in the background gamma spectrum with and without the background reduction (muon veto + Rn reduction). Integral count rate in 40-2700 keV region is reduced by a factor of 1.4.

It is interesting to observe the difference in $^{73}\text{mGe}$ lines in background reduced spectra and spectra without reduction. In the later, analogue acquisition chain was used (2025 Canberra amplifier + 8701 ADC + 556 AIM) with 6 $\mu$s amplifier shaping time. First excited state of $^{73}\text{Ge}$ on 13.3 keV (already observed in Fig. 6) has a half-life of 2.92 $\mu$s, therefore analogue system has a high probability for summing 2->1 and 1->0 transitions in one 66.7 keV line (or pile-up somewhere between 53.4 and 66.7 keV). With digital system, trigger filter is able to discriminate the events when trapezoids (energy filter) overlap but input rise-times are separated [31]; in our case trapezoid rise time was 4 $\mu$s and input rise time to 0.95 $\mu$s. That is the reason why 53.4 keV line is not observed in analogue system, while sum peak on 66.7 keV is dominating. With digital system it is the opposite. The other unexpected effect is moderation effect of plastic veto plate on neutron flux. Based on count rates in 558.5 keV and 651.1 keV neutron induced lines in Cd (Fig. 2 and Table 3),
it can be concluded that neutron spectrum is shifted towards lower energies; cross section for the \(^{113}\)Cd(n,\(\gamma\))\(^{114}\)Cd reaction is a few orders of magnitude higher in thermal than in resonant region, as well as compared to thermal neutron induced reactions in Ge. Around twofold increase in total \(^{73m}\)Ge count rate may also suggest the increase in thermal neutron flux, although the alternative explanation might be in reduced pile-up loss. Because of expected high neutron induced background and changes in neutron flux with the plastic veto plate placed over the shield, in the next chapter estimates for the fast and thermal neutron flux will be presented.

Table 3 Count rates in observed gamma lines with and without background reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Isotope/isomer</th>
<th>Count rate (cps)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (cps)</th>
<th>Count rate (cps)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (cps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Ge X-ray</td>
<td>6.4E-03</td>
<td>2.E-04</td>
<td>6.3E-03</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.2 (^{73m})Ge</td>
<td>6.8E-04</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td>3.4E-03</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2 Cd Ka</td>
<td>5.4E-03</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td>2.4E-03</td>
<td>9.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.1 Cd Kb</td>
<td>1.0E-03</td>
<td>8.E-05</td>
<td>6.0E-04</td>
<td>7.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.6 (^{210})Pb</td>
<td>2.1E-04</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td>2.4E-04</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.4 (^{73m})Ge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8E-03</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.7 (^{73m})Ge</td>
<td>1.9E-03</td>
<td>9.E-05</td>
<td>5.5E-04</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.0 (^{235})U, (^{19})F</td>
<td>2.4E-04</td>
<td>7.E-05</td>
<td>2.8E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.7 (^{75m})Ge</td>
<td>8.5E-04</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td>9.0E-04</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185.9 (^{235})U, (^{226})Ra</td>
<td>1.7E-04</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td>2.3E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197.1 (^{19})F</td>
<td>4.2E-04</td>
<td>7.E-05</td>
<td>4.4E-04</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198.3 (^{71m})Ge</td>
<td>1.5E-03</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td>1.3E-03</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242.0 (^{214})Po</td>
<td>2.8E-04</td>
<td>2.E-05</td>
<td>2.9E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295.2 (^{214})Po</td>
<td>5.1E-04</td>
<td>4.E-03</td>
<td>4.8E-04</td>
<td>2.OE-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.9 (^{214})Po</td>
<td>8.2E-04</td>
<td>6.E-03</td>
<td>7.6E-04</td>
<td>3.OE-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511 Annihilation</td>
<td>2.2E-02</td>
<td>2.E-04</td>
<td>1.3E-02</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558.5 (^{113})Cd(n,(\gamma))(^{114})Cd</td>
<td>2.0E-03</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td>2.7E-03</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569.7 (^{207m})Pb</td>
<td>5.6E-04</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td>5.4E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583.2 (^{208})Tl</td>
<td>2.2E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td>1.6E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609.3 (^{214})Bi</td>
<td>7.0E-04</td>
<td>4.E-03</td>
<td>5.6E-04</td>
<td>3.E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617.4 (^{43})Ca?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.1 (^{113})Cd(n,(\gamma))(^{114})Cd</td>
<td>2.9E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td>3.9E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657.7 ?</td>
<td>1.4E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td>1.2E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661.6 (^{137})Cs</td>
<td>2.9E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td>2.0E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>803 (^{208})Pb(n,n)</td>
<td>9.4E-04</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td>8.8E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173.2 (^{60})Co</td>
<td>1.7E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td>9.1E-05</td>
<td>2.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332.5 (^{60})Co</td>
<td>1.3E-04</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td>4.6E-05</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460.6 (^{40})K</td>
<td>2.2E-03</td>
<td>6.E-05</td>
<td>1.8E-03</td>
<td>5.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1764.5 (^{214})Bi</td>
<td>3.5E-04</td>
<td>3.E-04</td>
<td>4.0E-04</td>
<td>1.E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2614.5 (^{208})Tl</td>
<td>9.4E-04</td>
<td>4.E-05</td>
<td>1.0E-03</td>
<td>3.E-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-2700 keV</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-2100 keV</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Alternative is \(^{77m}\)Ge 197.2 prompt gamma from 76Ge(n,\(\gamma\)) reaction [56].
3.3 Cosmic-ray induced component and neutron flux

Neutrons (T_{1/2} \sim 10 \text{ min}), as well as muons (T_{1/2} \sim 2 \text{ \mu s}), are not part of primary cosmic rays. They are produced in showers originating in interactions of primary protons and alpha particles with atmosphere. Galactic cosmic rays (GCR) particle fluxes show latitudinal dependence (more and lower energy particles penetrating the atmosphere close to the magnetic poles) modulated by 11 \text{ y} solar cycles (inverse relationships to solar activity as solar winds shield the Earth from GCR) [38]. Additional tertiary neutrons are produced by interactions of protons and muons with high Z shielding material [27]. At zero overburden 92\% of neutrons are produced by protons and 8\% by muons [16]. Our laboratories are without any overburden so both secondary and tertiary neutrons are present. Proton flux attenuation by overburden thickness m, in meters of water equivalent (mwe), is proportional to \sim e^{-m/1.6\text{mwe}} [16], while for the secondary neutrons it is \sim e^{-m/2\text{mwe}} [30]. Consequently, already a shallow-depth of 5 mwe overburden reduces neutron component by more than an order of magnitude.

There have been many attempts to connect the neutron flux and spectrum with neutron induced lines in a gamma spectrum, e.g. [39][40][41], though when compared with accuracies of gamma spectrometric measurements it is still only descriptive. That is unfortunate because low background gamma spectrometers can be used a sensitive neutron monitors ([42]).

The count rate in neutron induced peak is given by:

\[ I = h(A) \omega(E) \varepsilon_{\text{FEP}} N_Z \int \sigma(E') \Phi(E') dE' \]  

(1)

Where h(A) is isotopic abundance, N_Z number of atoms of element Z, \omega(E) is transition probability, \varepsilon_{\text{FEP}} is the efficiency for detection of transition energy in full peak, \sigma(E') is a neutron cross section for creation of desired excited state, and \Phi(E) neutron spectrum. As neutron spectrum is not known and cross sections are energy dependent the problem can be solved only by modelling; unfolding of a priori neutron spectrum [43]. Here we’ll use experimentally derived estimate expressions for fast and slow neutron flux components [44]:

\[ \Phi_F = k \frac{I(691.3 \text{ keV})}{V} \]  

(2)

for fast (E>691 \text{ keV} neutron component). Where k=900±150, V is detector volume and I(691.3 keV) count rate in selected energy peak. For thermal neutron flux the expression is:

\[ \Phi_T = 980 \frac{I(139.7 \text{ keV})}{V(\varepsilon_\gamma+1.6)} \]  

(3)

where \varepsilon_\gamma is FEP efficiency for 139.7 keV gamma ray generated inside the crystal.

Another approach is to rewrite Eq. (1) using average values for cross sections [30]:

\[ \Phi_T = \frac{I(139.7 \text{ keV})}{\varepsilon_{\text{FEP}}(\varepsilon_\gamma+1+\sigma_T) N_{Ge} h(74) \sigma(n,\gamma)} \]  

(4)

where 100\% efficiency for internal conversion electron absorption is assumed. And for fast component:

\[ \Phi_F = \frac{I(691.3 \text{ keV})}{\varepsilon_{\text{FEP}}(\varepsilon_\gamma) N_{Ge} h(72) \sigma(n,\gamma)} \]  

(5)

As de-excitation of the first excited state in 72Ge is 100\% through internal conversion [45].

Efficiencies have been calculated using EGSnrc [46] with additional gamma spectrum generator [47] – details in Appendix 3. 75n\text{Ge} peak areas are calculated using Genie 2000 Interactive Peak Fit, while broad (saw-tooth) inelastic neutron scattering induced line in 72Ge is calculated using a fit to convolution of complementary error function (ERFC) and exponential tail [48][40][43] in Matlab (See Appendix 5). Table 4 gives the fast and thermal neutron fluxes with and without veto plate on,
calculated using the data from different references. When compared to other reported values from surface laboratories (T: 20 F: 162 by [49]; T: 35 F: 180 by [44]) our thermal flux is comparable but fast flux is almost factor of two higher (especially without the plate). The flux reported by shallow laboratory, e.g. 10 mwe [30] is around two orders of magnitude lower.

Table 4 Neutron flux inside the lead shield calculated based on count rates in Ge activation lines (m^-2 s^-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>No plate</th>
<th>Plate</th>
<th>Veto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>u(Φ)</td>
<td>Φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (2), [44]</td>
<td>2.2E+01</td>
<td>2.E+00</td>
<td>2.3E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (4), [50][30]</td>
<td>2.1E+01</td>
<td>1.E+00</td>
<td>2.2E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (3), [44]</td>
<td>3.1E+02</td>
<td>6.E+01</td>
<td>2.8E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (5), [50]</td>
<td>3.7E+02</td>
<td>7.E+01</td>
<td>3.4E+02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion and conclusion

There are two important steps in veto optimization:
- Energy threshold selection for environmental gamma rejection.
- Coincidence timing selection to reject environmental pulses and cosmic pulses not interacting with HPGe detector.

Improper settings of abovementioned parameters may lead to suboptimal efficiency of the veto system or high dead-time generation on other side. Generally it is recommended to select wider coincidence window to reject as much as possible of the delayed emissions. It is especially important in underground/shallow laboratories where the count rates are generally lower, and veto has a bigger effect compared to surface laboratories[16]. In our case we decided for a reasonably short coincidence window, based on analysis that showed no relative benefits in extending the window above 15 μs. Longer coincidence window would not introduce significant dead time but would not reduce the background. Count rate in muon part of our veto spectrum (total, not coincidence) is 37.5 cps, that agrees with 0.015 particles /cm^2 [28]. So even the direct gate in without the coincidence criteria would introduce <0.5% dead time. Energy threshold is sensitive because it can introduce significant dead time if not set properly. Also if the system is sensitive to environmental gamma background the dead time can change, e.g. with movement of the sources in the laboratory. Therefore if the veto is not shielded environmental component should be cut-off. Veto detector should be set with short amplifying constants and high LLD (noise cut-off) to avoid dead time in veto.

Beside cosmic component investigation, radon and daughters’ background was measured over long time period. Big oscillations called for immediate action so flushing with nitrogen from Dewar was installed and detector cover introduced to decrease the air exchange in the shield. It resulted in satisfactory radon (variation) levels.

Unfortunately lack of overburden remains the main problem.
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Appendix 2
A test with nitrogen gas from a pressurised cylinder that had been left for a few months to age has been undertaken. Flow rate was controlled and measured with a welding gas flow-meter. No effect on background was observed, Table A2.1. There is even a slight increase in the low energy count rate for 4 l/min flow. It could be due to the increased noise and vibration induced by such a high flow-rate. This supports the results from Section 3.1 that purging with LN2 boil off is enough for radon background reduction; at least in our case where the cosmic component is dominating.

Table A2.1 Change of count rate with gas flow. Total count rate is ROIs is shown as measurement times with gas on were too short to obtain peak areas with good statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate (l/min)</th>
<th>measurement time (s)</th>
<th>40-60</th>
<th>40-220</th>
<th>40-2100</th>
<th>293.4 - 296.9</th>
<th>349.6 - 353.4</th>
<th>607.4 - 611.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>57157</td>
<td>4.4E-02</td>
<td>3.8E-01</td>
<td>1.3E+00</td>
<td>6.2E-03</td>
<td>5.5E-03</td>
<td>3.4E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42281</td>
<td>4.4E-02</td>
<td>3.7E-01</td>
<td>1.3E+00</td>
<td>6.0E-03</td>
<td>5.1E-03</td>
<td>4.0E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41756</td>
<td>4.6E-02</td>
<td>3.8E-01</td>
<td>1.3E+00</td>
<td>5.5E-03</td>
<td>5.9E-03</td>
<td>4.0E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN2</td>
<td>413658</td>
<td>4.4E-02</td>
<td>3.7E-01</td>
<td>1.3E+00</td>
<td>6.4E-03</td>
<td>6.3E-03</td>
<td>4.5E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>86779</td>
<td>4.5E-02</td>
<td>3.8E-01</td>
<td>1.3E+00</td>
<td>7.5E-03</td>
<td>8.4E-03</td>
<td>5.5E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3

BEGe5030 detector EGSnrc model development. The same detector we used is described in [51] and from there we take 6 um upper dead layer – seems they have a strategy of publishing each work twice [52]; [53] use 0.3 um for their top dead layer and 50 um for side; Andreotti and Hult also claim 0.3 um top dead layer [54] and 800 um side, while [55] measured 0.17 mm top dead layer and 1.18 mm side (probably wrong). All that is not important now as neutron flux calculations are only approximate.

I will use 0.5 um top and 800 um side for now but it is priority to resolve this question by analysing our calibration results and with one $^{125}$I measurement.

![Fig. A3.1](image)

**Fig. A3.1** Schematic representation of the EGSnrc model of detector DET08 used in the Monte Carlo simulations. Note that the model is not an exact representation of the reality.

**Table A3.1** Full peak efficiencies for the source distributed inside the Ge volume. 15% uncertainty will be used in flux calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>histories</th>
<th>peak</th>
<th>FEP eff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>692</td>
<td>e-</td>
<td>6000000</td>
<td>5518951</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>6000000</td>
<td>4745518</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 4

Veto solid angle coverage calculation. Geant4 model was developed with the source coming uniformly from upper hemisphere. To reproduce the \( \cos^2 \varphi \) angular distribution, the weight of each source particle is scaled by the power of cosine zenith angle [37]. Electrons of 10 eV energy were modelled and flux was accumulated at the veto plate and in the detector. Solid angle convoluted by angular flux distribution was calculated using MC/ ray-tracing. All particles hitting the veto plate were stopped. The effect of covering the shield with 4 additional side plates (total reduction, \( r_t \)) was estimated from the measured reduction (\( r_1 \)) with one plate on top and effective solid angle covered by single plate (\( \Omega \)):

\[
    r_t = r_1 \frac{2\pi}{\Omega}
\]

Geant4 calculation gave \( r_1/r_t \) ratio of 0.6. BEGe detector ‘transparency’ effect for muons is neglected here. Detector is thin and wide so we expect that side veto plates would contribute even more because of the higher probability for interaction of muons hitting Ge crystal from side.

![Fig. A4.1 Geometry used in solid angle calculations, side view (a) and top view (b).](image1)

![Fig. A4.2 The geometry used in Geant4 ray-tracing calculation.](image2)
Appendix 5
Broad asymmetric inelastic neutron scattering peak area determination. Note the difference in number of channels when digital acquisition system is used (0.18 keV/channel) and with analogue electronics (0.32 keV/channel).

Fig. A5.1 Fast neutron activation line with plastic veto plate on the detector. The spectrum is 25 day background spectrum on DET008. The fit to $^{72}\text{Ge}(n,n')^{72}\text{Ge}$ broad peak and background continuum is shown in blue.

Fig. A5.2 The background spectrum measured for 25 days and with the plastic veto plate on. The fit to $^{74}\text{Ge}(n,n')^{74}\text{Ge}$ broad peak, 609 keV $^{214}\text{Bi}$ background line and background continuum is shown in blue. Origin of the 617.6 keV line is not resolved - $^{117}\text{Cd}$ or Ge activation or both (it is broad)?
Fig. A5.3 The background spectrum measured for 21 days without the plastic veto plate on. The fit to $^{74}$Ge(n,n$'$)$^{74}$Ge broad peak, 609 keV $^{214}$Bi background line and background continuum is shown in blue. Origin of the 617.6 keV line is not resolved - $^{117}$Cd or Ge activation or both (it is broad)?

Fig. A5.4 Fast neutron activation line without the plastic plate on the detector. The spectrum is 21 day background spectrum on DET008. The fit to $^{72}$Ge(n,n$'$)$^{72}$Ge broad peak and background continuum is shown in blue.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a new gamma-gamma coincidence spectrometer system for environmental samples analysis at the Center for Nuclear Technologies of the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) is reported. Nutech Coincidence Low Energy Germanium Sandwich (NUCLeGeS) system consists of two HPGe detectors in a surface laboratory with a digital acquisition system used to collect the data in time-stamped list mode with 10 ns time resolution. The spectrometer is used in both anticoincidence and coincidence modes.

1. Introduction

To achieve lower detection limits in gamma-ray spectrometry many different approaches have been applied. Recently, many methods relying on acquisition and post-processing of multi-detector time-stamped data in environmental analysis have been developed (Britton et al., 2015; Cagniant et al., 2015; Konki et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011). In all of these methods the events are recorded along with their time stamp, and later coincident signals belonging to the same multi gamma emitter are extracted. This way the background is significantly reduced leading to reduction in the detection limits.

A new spectrometer, Nutech Coincidence Low Energy Germanium Sandwich (NUCLeGeS), has been developed at the surface gamma laboratory at the Radioecology Section of DTU Center for Nuclear Technologies, consisting of two HPGe detectors placed in low activity lead shield and a digital acquisition system used to collect the data in time-stamped list mode.

2. Experimental setup

Detectors are placed in a 20 cm lead shield whose inner cavity is lined with 5 mm Sn and 3 mm Cu to absorb low-energy radiation and scattered X-rays. A picture of a setup is shown in Fig. 1. The lower detector is equipped with an integral U-type cryostat, similar to the system developed at the HADES laboratory (Wieslander et al., 2009), and the upper detector is equipped with an integral vertical cryostat with the detector facing down, thus enabling easier movement in the vertical direction. The detection setup is composed of two Canberra (GL3825R) detectors; the upper is a 70×25 mm (diameter × height) HPGe crystal with 0.5 mm carbon epoxy window, while the lower is 70×24.5 mm crystal with the same window. Crystal to window distance is 5 mm for both detectors and the detectors were positioned 10 mm apart, giving a total crystal to crystal distance of 2 cm. After the preamplifiers (Canberra 2002CP) signals from the detectors are passed to separate channels on a CAEN N6781A digital multichannel analyser. Data is recorded in a list mode file with 10 ns time resolution; for each detector counts with corresponding time of detection and energy are listed. Data analysis is performed in post-processing using MATLAB based software that creates two energy spectra out of list mode files. Additional coincidence spectra are identified based on the selected coincidence resolving time and optional energy gating. All the spectra are saved in .TKA format and then converted to GENIE 2000 .CAM files using FILECNVT batch command (Canberra, 2009). The summation of the spectra from the two detectors is performed by first normalizing the spectra to match energy calibration using the NORMAL batch command and then adding the spectra using STRIP with factor −1. Spectrum preparation (summation of the spectra from two detectors, coincidence identification, spectrum manipulation etc.) is controlled from the MATLAB program, while spectrum analysis (peak search, activity calculation etc.) is done using GENIE 2000 software.

3. Results

3.1. ²¹⁰Pb measurements

Performance of the system for ²¹⁰Pb analysis was checked using the NBL 103 certified reference material (0.05 wt% uranium). A mass of 8.6 g of NBL 103 material was filled in 53 mm diameter plastic Petri dish to height of 3.1 mm. Fig. 2 shows NUCLeGeS NBL 103 spectra. Measuring time was 100,000 s and 16,384 ADC channels were used. In post-measuring spectra from the two detectors are added making the total spectrum. Coincidences are identified (1.2 μs time window) and
total coincidence spectrum consisting of coincidence spectra from both detectors is produced. Anticoincidence spectrum was obtained by subtracting the total coincidence spectrum from the total spectrum. Thus Compton scattered events coming from cascade-gamma emitters or Ge detectors crosstalk are removed resulting in 15% decrease in background for the $^{210}$Pb peak. FWHM of $^{210}$Pb peak is 0.83 keV and the total efficiency for the specified geometry is 0.47 counts/photon. This gives an MDA of 47 mBq/g in 100,000 s measuring time. When measuring the same sample on the standard single HPGe spectrometer available in the lab, Canberra broad energy range BES030 (crystal diameter 81 mm, thickness 30.8 mm, 0.6 mm carbon epoxy window, crystal to window distance 5.5 mm), value obtained for MDA is 53 mBq/g. The small difference in MDA is result of better resolution of BE5030 detector, 0.46 keV for $^{210}$Pb, while the total efficiency in this case is 0.25 counts/photon.

3.2. $^{134}$Cs measurements

A standardised set of filters with different activities of $^{137}$Cs and $^{134}$Cs were prepared. The filters were measured for a day each and data was analysed using the MATLAB software so three different spectra were prepared. Fig. 3 shows the spectra for one of the filters. The coincidence spectrum is obtained by taking the events that happened within the 1.2 µs time window, while for the coincidence gated spectrum an additional criterion that one of the events needs to be within the 790 – 805 keV energy range is applied. As can be seen from the Fig. 3, the background in the energy gated spectrum is significantly reduced but at the cost of reducing the efficiency. MDAs for 604.7 keV and 795.9 keV $^{134}$Cs lines for total and coincidence spectra were calculated using the Genie2000 software with Currie MDA option (at 95% confidence level). Due to low number of background counts in energy gated spectrum, 577.3 – 632.5 keV ROI was used for background calculation around 604.7 keV peak (peak ROI is 602.3 – 607.3 keV). There were 1 or 2 counts in this ROI for all the measurements, giving 0.1 or 0.2 background counts in the peak. MDA was calculated using Poisson statistics (Cagniant et al., 2014; Gilmore, 2008). All MDA values are given for one day counting time. As shown in Fig. 4 energy gated coincidence spectrum gives the lowest MDA values.
3.3. Background

Fig. 5 shows the background spectrum of NUCLeGeS spectrometer for 20 days measurement time. In total spectrum the 511 keV peak, Ge and Cu activation peaks and $^{214}$Bi, $^{214}$Pb, $^{60}$Co and $^{40}$K gamma lines are detected. The spectrometer normalized background count rate in the 30–1900 keV energy range is 1.1 cps/kgGe. In the coincidence spectrum only the 511 keV annihilation peak and 595.9 keV Ge activation peak are pronounced, while the coincidence gated spectrum gives 36 counts in the 577.3–632.5 keV region which is consistent with 1 or 2 counts for one day measurements described in 3.2.

4. Summary

The new gamma coincidence spectrometer consisting of two HPGe detectors has been developed. Digital data acquisition system allows event by event time-stamped data collection. Coincident events can be identified in post-processing and subtracted from total spectrum for single gamma emitters or further analysed in the case of multi-gamma emitters detection. The first measurements with the new system show that it is competitive with the single detector systems used in the laboratory for $^{210}$Po analysis. Important results are obtained for $^{134}$Cs analysis showing no MDA dependence of 604.7 keV energy line in energy gated coincidence spectrum on $^{137}$Cs background activity. Coincidence based measurements proved to be an efficient way to improve MDAs for cascade emitting isotopes.
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Paper 4

INTRODUCTION

Gamma-ray spectrometry with high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors is often the technique of choice in an environmental radioactivity laboratory. It is non-destructive, special radio-chemical sample preparation is not needed and many radionuclides can be determined in single measurement so it is used for fast and routine determination of radionuclides. When measuring environmental samples associated activities are usually low so an important parameter that describes the performance of the spectrometer for a nuclide of interest is the minimum detectable activity (MDA), the lowest activity which ensures a specified probability of being detectable by the measurement procedure (following the ISO11929 standard). To lower the detection limits and MDAs, spectrometers with higher efficiencies are used, larger sample sizes are counted for longer time and spectrometer background is reduced. There are many methods for background reduction and they can be roughly divided into the passive and active ones. Passive methods include placing detectors in lead shields made of special radiopure lead to reduce the outside background component. To reduce Pb X-rays produced in the shield, inner graded lining of Cd/Sn and Cu is introduced. Nitrogen boiling-off from Dewar flask is used for flushing inside the shield and making overpressure thus reducing the inflow of airborne radon from outside the shield. Special radiopure materials are used in low-level detectors production and detectors are made with remote preamplifiers to minimize the presence of radio-impurities within the shield. Finally, for the ultimate low-level measurements, detectors are placed deep underground to remove the cosmic-ray induced background component [1]. Active background reduction includes special veto detectors surrounding the shield operated in anticoincidence with the HPGe detector for cosmic background reduction [2,3], pulse-shape analysis (PSA) methods [4,5] and additional detectors placed inside the shield around the main detector for reduction of the incompletely absorbed photons (Compton) background
component [6–8] and the use of multiple HPGe detectors operated in coincidence. When coincidence gamma-spectrometry is used, coincident signals coming from cascade emitting nuclides can be extracted thus significantly reducing the background as random coincidences are very unlikely. This is especially evident when there is high activity of other nuclides in the sample contributing to high Compton background. When the nuclide of interest is a single-gamma emitter, coincidence signal can be subtracted from the total to lower the background.

Recent developments of fast and compact digital acquisition systems, with equivalent or better energy resolution when compared to standard analog electronics, led to growing number of applications in which multiple detectors are used. Majority of the applications are within the Comprehensive-Nuclear-Test Ban Treaty (CTBTO) programme where rapid and sensitive determination is needed [9,10] but there is also justification for the use in the standard environmental radioactivity measurement laboratories [11,12].

In this work, we present a new method for increasing the efficiency of two detector coincidence system by summing the coincident signal to reconstruct the full energy of a photon that is Compton scattered between the two detectors.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The Gamma Laboratory at the Radioecology Section at Center for Nuclear Technologies (DTU Nutech) is a surface laboratory operating around 20 HPGe detectors. Two of those are part of a coincidence gamma system NUCLeGeS [11]. The detectors are placed in 20 cm thick lead shied with 5 mm Sn and 3 mm Cu inner lining. Both detectors are in remote preamplifier configurations. The lower detector has an integral U-type cryostat, while the upper has integral vertical cryostat with the detector facing down. This configuration enables easy movement of the upper detector thus allowing various sample heights to fit in between the detectors. The detectors are low-energy (Canberra GL3825R), with 0.5 mm carbon window. A two channel digital multichannel analyser CAEN N6781A is used for acquisition. The preamplifier signal from each of the detectors is fed into the separate input of the digital multichannel analyser, data is recorded in a list mode file with 10 ns time resolution (100 MS/s sampling rate) and each event is saved with its energy and trigger timestamp. This way all the acquired information is saved and data is analysed in post-processing enabling optimal setting of coincidence and energy gating
parameters. From only one measurement multiple spectra can be produced with the parameter settings matching the nuclide of interest. Post-processing analysis is based on the software developed in MATLAB that does the coincidence identification and optional energy gating, calculates all the necessary spectra parameters like acquisition start time, live and dead time, and prepares in GENIE2000.CAM format ready for the analysis.

RESULTS

To examine the possibility of a full energy reconstruction for photons that are Compton scattered between the detectors, list mode measurements with $^{60}$Co and $^{137}$Cs point sources are done. Point sources were placed between the detectors and the detectors were set around 4 cm apart. A coincidence map is generated in post-processing, Figure 1a, showing all the events detected within the time window of 1.8 μs. Gamma-gamma coincidences contribute to vertical and horizontal line in the map, while coincidences originating from single photon depositing its energy in both detectors are in diagonal lines. In Figure 1b, two possible gamma traces for a photon interacting with both of the detectors are shown. Such a photon would be represented on a diagonal line in the 2D coincidence spectrum. The sum of X and Y axis energies from the events in diagonal lines gives the total gamma energy.

Figure 1. a) 2D coincidence spectrum of $^{60}$Co point source. Coincidences that are coming from a single 1332.5 keV gamma line depositing its energy in both detectors are shown in red square. b) Example of two gamma ray traces leading to diagonal lines in the left.
Total gamma spectrum from both detectors and reconstructed spectrum obtained by summing the energies of coincident events are shown in Figure 2. When the peak areas from both spectra are added, an efficiency increase of around 9% for each of the lines is achieved. The same was tested with $^{137}\text{Cs}$ point source. The efficiency increase for 661.7 keV line is around 9.5%. A $^{226}\text{Ra}$ point source was used to test the low energy part where only 3.3% gain is observed at 186.2 keV. The detectors are low-energy types, with thin crystals and not intended for high energy applications where Compton scattering is more probable. More pronounced effects can be expected at higher energies and with bigger detectors. The method works for both single gamma and cascade-emitting nuclides, but with cascade-emitting nuclides special care has to be taken so that the coincidence sum of two photons in cascade is not attributed to the line coming from direct transition to the ground state (as for example $^{214}\text{Bi}$ 1764.5 keV line).

**Figure 2.** $^{60}\text{Co}$ spectrum of total events from both detectors (black) and spectrum generated by adding energies of coincident signals to reconstruct the full photon energy.

**CONCLUSION**

Up to 10% increase in efficiency is achieved by taking the sum of coincident events from a low-energy dual HPGe spectrometer system. The effect of this on MDA is probably slightly lower because there is also an increase in background around the peaks, but if developed further this could be a nice addition to the coincidence analysis toolbox.
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Abstract
We report on the novel operation mode for the dual HPGe detector system. Energies of two coincident signals are added (summed) so the full peak energy of a Compton scattered photon is reconstructed. Full energy peak efficiency increase of 17% is reported. Sum-coincidence spectrum is generated in post-processing of list-mode file. When combined with anticoincidence mode for Compton background reduction, it results in significant reduction of detection limits. This operation mode of dual HPGe systems can be used in low-level measurements as there is no efficiency reduction related to standard coincidence mode.
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1. Introduction
From the early days of nuclear physics research, gamma-ray detector arrays have been used in coincidence experiments for nuclear structure studies (Eberth and Simpson, 2008). Developments in field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology enabled easier integration of multiple detectors in one spectrometric system. Digital gamma spectrometric system with list-mode data acquisition replaces large number of standard NIM bin modules used in coincidence experiments. Setting-up the system is much faster as only the on-board filters need to be adjusted for proper time-stamp and energy measurement. All the other coincidence and gating parameters are applied in post-processing; only one measurement is needed contrary to coincidence measurements with analogue systems where whole series of measurements was needed for adjusting parameters for each coincidence experiment. That developments led to growing number of dual HPGe systems based on digital list-mode approach (Britton et al., 2015; Burnett et al., 2017; Cagniant et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). But the flaw of coincidence measurements is that they can be applied only for cascade emitters with the cost of efficiency reduction (Quintana et al., 2017). For low-level applications efficiency reduction is not an option because the total number decays in the sample during measurement is low and the background reduction by taking coincidences is not compensating the efficiency loss. The benefits in the use of dual systems for low-level measurements were limited to increase in solid angle/efficiency (because the two detectors are used) and the use of additional Compton or cosmic veto shield with list-mode acquisition (Lutter et al., 2013; Wieslander et al., 2009).

In the previous work, NUCLeGeS dual-HPGe system at DTU Nutech, was used in anticoincidence mode for $^{210}$Pb measurement (Marković et al., 2017). Compton background reduction of 15% around 46 keV was reported. That mode of operation of dual HPGe system is suitable for use in low-level measurements as there is no efficiency loss for single-gamma emitters (minor dead time increase is introduced). Here we propose a novel operation mode called sum-coincidence where the energies of two coincident signals are summed resulting in full-energy peak (FEP) efficiency
increase. This way energy of a Compton scattered photon that interacted in both detectors is reconstructed resulting in a full-peak count. This is to our knowledge the first use of the method in above described way. There is a special section in Knoll (Knoll, 2010) describing the same procedure, as it was used in the 1960s with small Ge(Li) crystals, but there only sum-coincidence spectrum is considered (for Compton reduction) without adding it to normal spectrum, resulting in significant FEP loss. Those systems were based on gain matching from the two detectors and coincident signal addition in the separate MCA. With list-mode data acquisition such problems are non-existent as all sum-coincidences, anti-coincidences or coincidences are applied in post-processing in a way to enhance the signal from the nuclide of interest. From a single measurement, multiple spectra can be calculated, each for a selected type of radionuclides (single gamma emitters, cascade emitters …).

2. Experimental setup
Dual HPGe system, NUCLeGeS (Marković et al., 2018, 2017), was used. It consists of two low-energy HPGe detectors (LEGE2 and LEGE3) in a sandwich configuration. Detectors are placed in 15 cm thick lead shield and upper detector is movable allowing different detector distances (0-6 cm window to window). The system was used with CAEN N6781 digital acquisition system (CAEN Electronic Instrumentation, 2015). All the measurements were saved to list-mode with 10 ns time resolution. The post-processing analysis is done using in-house developed software.

3. Results
Detector was calibrated using multi-isotope calibration solution (AREVA N°CT/160097/16/0269). Two baker geometries were used; Petri, cylindrical geometry with 50 mm diameter and 3 mm filling height and yellow-grey baker (YG), cylindrical geometry with 70 mm diameter and 14 mm filling height. Fig. 1 shows how the sum-coincidence and total (sum of counts in both detectors) spectrum of the calibration measurement with Petri Geometry. Tables 1 and 2 show the efficiency increased calculated for the measurements of calibration sources.

![Fig. 1 Spectrum created by summation of singles spectra from both detectors (black) and sum-coincidence spectrum (red) of the calibration source measurement in Petri geometry.](image-url)
Table 1 Petri geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>LEGE2</th>
<th>FWHM (keV)</th>
<th>LEGE3</th>
<th>FWHM (keV)</th>
<th>Compton coincidence</th>
<th>FEP increase (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>661.6keV</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>4710</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>834keV</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115keV</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173KeV</td>
<td>3740</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332keV</td>
<td>3170</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3060</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 GY geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>LEGE2</th>
<th>FWHM (keV)</th>
<th>LEGE3</th>
<th>FWHM (keV)</th>
<th>Compton coincidence</th>
<th>FEP increase (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>661.6keV</td>
<td>1.46E+04</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>9.64E+03</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.76E+03</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>834keV</td>
<td>6.20E+03</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.99E+03</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>8.01E+02</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115keV</td>
<td>4.91E+03</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>3.21E+03</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>6.41E+02</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173KeV</td>
<td>1.12E+04</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>7.64E+03</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.46E+03</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332keV</td>
<td>9.53E+03</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>6.80E+03</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.25E+03</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion and perspectives
The first results show increase in sensitivity if sum-coincidence method is used. For single gamma emitters it is used in combination with anticoincidence so the same counts are not counted twice. It can also be used with cascade emitters but then anticoincidence method cannot be applied as it results in efficiency decrease. Background component introduced with sum-coincidence spectrum is not significant.
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A B S T R A C T

An X-ray-gamma coincidence measurement method for efficiency calibration of a HPGe–HPGe system, using the methodology for activity standardisation of $^{125}$I, has been developed. By taking one list-mode time-stamped measurement of the $^{125}$I source, six spectra were generated in post-processing: total spectra, coincidence spectra and energy gated coincidence spectra for each of the two detectors. The method provides enough observables for source activity to be determined without a priori knowledge of the detector efficiencies. In addition, once the source is calibrated in this way the same spectra can also be used to perform efficiency calibration of the individual detectors in the low energy range. This new methodology for source activity determination is an alternative to the already established X-ray-(X-ray, gamma) coincidence counting method; with two NaI(Tl) detectors and the sum-peak method using a single HPGe detector. When compared to the coincidence counting method using two NaI(Tl) detectors, the newly developed method displays improved energy resolution of HPGe detectors combined with measurement of only full peak areas, without the need for total efficiency determination. This enables activity determination even in presence of other gamma emitters in the sample. Standard coincidence counting with NaI(Tl) detectors provides lower uncertainties. The method has been used for calibration of a coincidence HPGe spectrometer in the low energy range of $^{125}$I and fine adjustments of a Monte Carlo model of the coincidence system.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The diversification of HPGe gamma coincidence systems [1–4] has been driven by the development of cheaper and easier to use digital acquisition systems. This raises questions relating to calibration routines for such systems. Coincidence HPGe detectors are very sensitive and require accurate and precise efficiency calibration. This is because the product of these efficiencies is used for activity determination ($\varepsilon_{\text{det1}} \times \varepsilon_{\text{det2}}$), and all associated errors and uncertainties contribute increasing the total uncertainty. Activity determination is either based on Monte Carlo (MC) calculations or reference sample. The first option is more versatile and does not require a dedicated calibration for each isotope to be measured; it does however generally introduce larger uncertainties. Full Energy Peak (FEP) efficiency calibration of a detector in low energy range is problematic because of true coincidence summing (TCS) effects with X-rays and MC model sensitivity to dead layer thickness.

Development of a MC model relies on proper estimation of the dead layer thickness of the germanium crystal, as this is the main parameter affecting low energy response. FEP efficiencies measured using a reference material need to be corrected for TCS effect in case of multi-gamma cascade emitters. There are only a few radioisotopes providing calibration points under $^{210}$Pb 46.5 keV (26.3 keV $^{241}$Am line needs a TCS correction as does 14 keV from $^{57}$Co). Here we propose a method for FEP calibration of HPGe–HPGe coincidence spectrometer based on $^{125}$I measurements. The basic principle presented here shares similarities with the methodology described by Erikson et al. [5] for calibration of full energy peak and total efficiency by absolute measurement of $^{60}$Co; the main methodological difference outlined in this paper relates to the low energy range calibration of the detector. No standardised source of $^{125}$I is needed as the coincidence system is used for absolute measurement.
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Different methods have been reported for $^{125}$I absolute activity measurement and source standardisation. Pommé et al. [6] described and used seven techniques for $^{125}$I solution standardisation. When limited to photon detection, the two methods most widely used are photon-photon coincidence counting and the sum peak coincidence method [7–13]. In photon–photon coincidence counting method, two NaI(Tl) detectors are used to identify coincidence events between X-rays originating from $^{125}$I EC and gamma-rays or X-rays originating from the $^{125}$Te de-excitation (isomeric transition). Knowing the count rates of each detector, and the coincidence count rate provides enough observables for the accurate determination of source activity [14,15]. This method provides sufficient accuracy and precision; with the main uncertainty component coming from the uncertainties in nuclear data [6]. X-ray-(X-ray, gamma) photon coincidence counting method for NaI detectors cannot be used with HPGe detectors because Germanium X-ray escape events are introducing additional coincidences. The sum peak coincidence method relies on the identification of a coincidence sum count rate, when both photons originating from the EC and isomeric transition are absorbed in a single detector, and a single count rate when only one photon from a single decay is detected [8,16]. NaI(Tl) detectors as well as HPGe can be used for this method. Both methods work only for point sources [17], although modifications correcting for voluminous source [18] are possible. Abovementioned methods are sensitive to the presence of impurities as they rely wholly upon total count rate measurement (for total efficiency measurement).

In this work, we present a photon–photon coincidence spectrometry method for standardisation of $^{125}$I using two HPGe spectrometers with a digital list-mode acquisition system. After only one time-stamped measurement, six spectra are generated in post-processing; single detector spectra, coincidence spectra and energy gated coincidence spectra provide enough independent observables for the exact activity determination and thus for precise efficiency calibration of the individual detectors in the low-energy range. An additional advantage of this method is that it is not sensitive to the presence of impurities.

2. Theory

$^{125}$I decays by electron capture (EC) to the 35.5 keV excited state of $^{125}$Te which de-excites (half-life 1.48 ns) by either gamma emission, Fig. 1. The decay results in coincident emission of X-rays from the EC process with the 35.5 keV gamma line, as well as with characteristic X-rays originating from the internal conversion process. The decay rate of $^{125}$I using two HPGe spectrometers with a digital list-mode acquisition system. After only one time-stamped measurement, six spectra are generated in post-processing; single detector spectra, coincidence spectra and energy gated coincidence spectra provide enough independent observables for the exact activity determination and thus for precise efficiency calibration of the individual detectors in the low-energy range. An additional advantage of this method is that it is not sensitive to the presence of impurities.

If using two HPGe detectors their single count rates of the 35 keV photopeak, $N_1$ and $N_2$, for a point source with activity $N_0$ can be written:

$$N_1 = N_0 X_1 \epsilon_1^{\gamma,p} \times X_1 \epsilon_1^{X,p} \text{ } (1a)$$

$$N_2 = N_0 X_2 \epsilon_2^{\gamma,p} \times X_2 \epsilon_2^{X,p} \text{ } (1b)$$

with $X_1$ and $X_2$ for gamma the emission probability and the total KX-ray emission probability in the EC branch and $X_\gamma = 0.0663(6)$ for $\gamma$-ray emission probability.

If using two NaI(Tl) detectors their single count rates of the 35 keV photopeak, $N_1$ and $N_2$, for a point source with activity $N_0$ can be written:

$$N_1 = N_0 X_1 \epsilon_1^{\gamma,p} \times X_1 \epsilon_1^{X,p} \times X_1 \epsilon_1^{X,\text{tot}} \text{ } (2a)$$

$$N_2 = N_0 X_2 \epsilon_2^{\gamma,p} \times X_2 \epsilon_2^{X,p} \times X_2 \epsilon_2^{X,\text{tot}} \text{ } (2b)$$

with $X_1$ and $X_2$ for gamma the emission probability and the total KX-ray emission probability in the EC branch (the gamma line cannot be in coincidence with X-rays in the internal conversion process so that is why only X-ray-gamma coincidences are subtracted). $\epsilon_1^{\gamma,p}$ is the FEP efficiency of photon, KX or gamma-ray, detection by detector $k$. $\epsilon_1^{X,\text{tot}}$ is the total efficiency of detecting KX or $\gamma$-ray in detector $k$; this is the probability of any deposition of energy higher than the low energy threshold (around 5 keV on our system).

For energy gated coincidence count rate on each detector we have:

$$N_1 = N_0 X_1 \epsilon_1^{\gamma,p} \times X_1 \epsilon_1^{X,\text{tot}} \text{ } (3a)$$

$$N_2 = N_0 X_2 \epsilon_2^{\gamma,p} \times X_2 \epsilon_2^{X,\text{tot}} \text{ } (3b)$$

To solve analytically the system of Eqs. (1)–(3) we need an additional assumption. Connecting the FEP efficiencies for KX-ray and $\gamma$-ray involves:

$$\epsilon_1^{X,\text{tot}} = z_1 \epsilon_1^{\gamma,p} \text{ } (4a)$$

$$\epsilon_2^{X,\text{tot}} = z_2 \epsilon_2^{\gamma,p} \text{ } (4b)$$

This leads to two analytical solutions for decay rate $N_0$:

$$N_0 = \sqrt{N_{01} N_{02}} \text{ } (5a)$$

$$N_0 = \sqrt{N_{01} N_{02}} \text{ } (5b)$$

Assuming that the FEP efficiencies $\epsilon_i^{\gamma,p}$ on X-ray energies and on gamma energy are proportional by factor $z_i$ on detector one, Eq. (4a), we get the solution Eq. (5a) and respective for the other detector.

The symmetric combination of Eqs. (5a) and (5b) is the final solution for the decay rate:

$$N_0 = \sqrt{N_{01} N_{02}} \text{ } (6)$$

Eq. (6) is derived under the assumption that total detection efficiencies are the same for all X-ray photons (27–31 keV) in each of the detectors and the same is valid for X-ray FEP efficiencies.
This means that different detectors can be used. Ratios of X-ray to γ ray FEP efficiencies, Eqs. (4a) and (4b), are determined by Monte Carlo simulation (Chapter 4), but they can be roughly determined by simple attenuation calculations as set out in section 5.3. X-ray emission from EC and γ-ray emission are independent processes so there is no angular correlation between the photons coming from the two. Another parameter of interest is the solution for the FEP efficiency:

\[
\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,p} = \frac{N_{k}(N_{1} - N_{2})}{z_{1}(N_{1}N_{2} - N_{0}N_{k})^{2}X_{2}}.
\]  

(7a)

\[
\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,\nu} = \frac{N_{k}(N_{1} - N_{2})}{z_{2}(N_{1}N_{2} - N_{0}N_{k})^{2}X_{2}}.
\]  

(7b)

Depending on the assumption (4a) or (4b) we get Eq. (7a) or (7b). For the efficiency on detector two simply exchange \(N_{1}\) with \(N_{2}\) and \(N_{0}\) with \(N_{k}\). Similarly, as for the count rate, the final solution for the efficiency is the symmetric combination of Eqs. (7a) and (7b):

\[
\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,\nu} = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,p}\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,\nu}}.
\]  

(8)

Eq. (8) gives the coincidence summing corrected value for gamma photon FEP on detector \(k\).

3. Materials and methods

A dual HPGe detector system, Nutech Coincidence Low Energy Germanium Sandwich (NUCLeGe) [20], recently installed at DTU Center for nuclear technologies (Nutech) was used for all measurements. The system consists of two low-energy HPGe (Canberra LEGe GL3825R) detectors with carbon windows, Fig. 2a. A CAEN N6781A digital multichannel analyser was used for data acquisition, enabling time-stamped list-mode data collection with 10 ns time resolution and 15 bit ADC resolution. All spectra were generated using MATLAB based coincidence analysis software and produced in a Genie 2000 compatible format, utilising Genie batch commands. Non-extending dead time and random coincidence corrections [21] and acquisition time decay corrections were implemented in the calculation software.

A NaI(Tl) detector system, consisting of two Bicron 3' NaI(Tl) detectors (placed in a long lead shield of 10 cm thickness enabling detectors positioned from 0 cm to 15 cm window-to-window distance), was used for X-ray-(X-ray, gamma) coincidence measurements. A CAEN DT5780P digital multichannel was used for the acquisition. This is similar to the one used with the HPGe system in all parameters except that it is not a NIM unit, but a standalone desktop that also provides a high voltage feed for the photomultiplier tubes.

The first batch of \(^{125}\text{I}\) point sources were prepared by pipetting 5–20 µL of \(^{125}\text{I}\) solution (PerkinElmer, NaI, pH9) onto adhesive coated paper with plastic back support (0.1 mm thickness, 1.5x3.0 cm); the droplet of \(^{125}\text{I}\) solution was then evaporated to dryness at room temperature for 1–4 h. Dried sources were then sealed by folding the sticky foil, and placed into plastic bags (0.05 mm thickness) for measurement. Large variations (of up to 10%) of the measured activity in these point sources were observed. This was attributed to loss of \(^{125}\text{I}\) during evaporation at room temperature. With this in mind the second batch of point sources were prepared by immediately sealing them by folding the sticky paper after pipetting the \(^{125}\text{I}\) solution (2–5 µL) onto an attached small filter paper (0.3x0.3 cm²) before any significant evaporation could occur. As before the folded sources were sealed in plastic bag for measurement. Additional \(^{125}\text{I}\) point source was prepared using \(^{125}\text{I}\) standard solution of certified activity (provided by Eckert & Ziegler (California, USA)) and diluted to 5.0 ml using water.

3.1. Monte Carlo simulations

MC model was derived based on manufacturers specifications, Fig. 2. MC simulations were undertaken using the EGSnrc package [22] with an additional decay generator [23] reproducing decays from ENSDF data. Rough model optimisation was derived by adjusting the MC model to reproduce experimental \(^{125}\text{I}\) spectrum (fine-tuning is explained in Section 3.2.2). Dead layer thickness and window to crystal distance were roughly estimated by adjusting the areas of X-ray escape peaks and sum peaks, while keeping the gamma peak normalised to the experimental area of \(\gamma\) peak. It was required to adjust the curvature of C window (Fig. 2) as the attenuation in air is higher than the attenuation in vacuum. The upper and side germanium dead layers are not visible in the figure as their thickness is in the submicron range. Fig. 3 displays a good overlap of experimentally measured spectrum and MC simulation of \(^{125}\text{I}\) for a 0.9 µm Ge dead layer and a 5.5 mm window to crystal distance for each of the detectors.

The model with monoenergetic photon source of 31.1 keV and 35.5 keV energies was used for calculation of X-ray to \(\gamma\) ray FEP efficiency ratio (\(z\) in Eq. (4a) and (4b)). As FEP efficiencies of X-ray and \(\gamma\) energies are two strongly correlated quantities, relative uncertainties of their ratio are much lower than the relative uncertainties assigned to each quantity.\(^1\) By this means it was possible to determine the coefficient \(z\) to 0.5% relative uncertainty (conservative estimate) with efficiencies varying by 10%. Table 1 presents the values of total efficiencies and their ratios for different detector parameters. Values for 0.9 µm Ge dead layer and 5.5 mm window to crystal distance are used as a reference (\(\varepsilon_{1}^{\gamma,\nu}\) and \(\varepsilon_{k}^{\gamma,\nu,*}\)) in the last two columns based on the MC model optimisation in Fig. 3. For standard carbon window detectors the ratio of FEP efficiencies on Kβ X-ray energies over gamma-energy FEP efficiencies is around 0.97.\(^2\)

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Certified source measurement

The method was tested by measurement of a \(^{125}\text{I}\) point source (prepared from E&Z solution) with activity of (936 ± 22) Bq (\(k = 2\)) on the reference date of 1 February 2017. After the source had been measured all spectra were generated in post processing analysis of the time-stamped data file. The first parameter required for coincidence identification is the coincidence window width. Fig. 4 shows the coincidence time spectrum generated by plotting the time difference between

\(^1\) For \(f = x/y\) the uncertainty is \(\sqrt{\frac{1}{f}} = \frac{x}{y} + \frac{y}{x} - 2 \frac{x}{y} \frac{y}{x} \frac{\text{cov}(x,y)}{x^2y^2} [24].\)

\(^2\) The values for efficiencies we calculate using LABSOCs on our factory calibrated Canberra BES030 detector, for point source geometry, are 0.3241 and 0.3348 on 31.0 keV and 35.5 keV energies respectively. And that is probably the trend on all similar detectors.
Along one detector axis around selected energy gate; i.e. by selecting all coincident events the energy loss in the other detector is within the energy gate. The energy range used as a gate to produce coincidence gamma gated spectra was 34.5 keV–36.5 keV.

A single spectrum, coincidence spectrum and an energy gated coincidence spectrum for one of the detectors are shown in Fig. 6. In single spectrum all the X-ray peaks, γ peak, true coincidence sum peaks, germanium X-ray escapes and various combinations can be seen. In the coincidence spectrum, only a few events above the 35.5 keV γ-ray energy are present and those can be explained by the recapture of the escaped Ge X-ray from the other detector. This can be seen from Fig. 5 (full energy of the two coincident photons minus 9.9 keV deposited in one detector and 9.9 keV in the other). The energy gated coincidence spectrum has two wide lines belonging to X-ray Kα and Kβ, and their germanium X-ray escapes shifted 9.9 keV to lower energies.

Count rates defined in Eqs. (1)–(3) have been determined following peak area calculation by dividing with the live measurement time. For the peak location and area calculation Canberra Genie 2000 software [25] was used via the interactive peak fit package [26]. Finally, when all the count rates are calculated, Eq. (6) is used. Following decay correction to reference date, and correction for decay during the measurement time for 125I, a value of (931 ± 13) Bq (k = 1) was derived; this is in agreement with the one provided by Eckert&Ziegler. Here the source was measured for 86 400 s to get uncertainty contribution from the counting statistics as low as possible. Using a shorter counting time of 14 400 s an activity value of (931 ± 13) Bq (k = 1) was derived.

Uncertainty was calculated with the use of propagation formula under the assumption that the observables are not correlated [27]. The uncertainty budget, which consists of 10 quantities through a relationship $y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$ the combined standard uncertainty is $u^2(y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i} \right)^2 u^2(x_i)$, Eq. (10) from [27], extended to 10 quantities used in this work.

### Table 1

FEP efficiencies at 31.1 keV (X-ray) and 35.5 keV (γ-ray) and their ratio for different detector geometry parameters (6*10^6 simulated gamma events for each geometry).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dead layer thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Crystal to window distance (mm)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\gamma}^{E_{\text{g}}}^{X}$</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\gamma}^{E_{\text{g}}}^{Y}$</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\gamma}^{E_{\text{g}}}^{Z}$</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\gamma,\alpha}^{E_{\text{g}}}^{X}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\gamma,\alpha}^{E_{\text{g}}}^{Y}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3489</td>
<td>0.3443</td>
<td>0.9868</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>-3.8008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.3258</td>
<td>0.3217</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
<td>-0.0409</td>
<td>3.0885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3036</td>
<td>0.3006</td>
<td>0.9903</td>
<td>-0.3293</td>
<td>9.6978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5*</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>0.3362</td>
<td>0.3318</td>
<td>0.9810</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3463</td>
<td>0.3404</td>
<td>0.9830</td>
<td>0.4093</td>
<td>-3.0229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.3236</td>
<td>0.3184</td>
<td>0.9842</td>
<td>0.2833</td>
<td>3.7512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3017</td>
<td>0.2971</td>
<td>0.9849</td>
<td>0.2168</td>
<td>10.2566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Square root of quadratic sum of minimum and maximum value:

- 0.5*
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3 For the measurement result γ determined through N quantities through a relationship $y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$ the combined standard uncertainty is $u^2(y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i} \right)^2 u^2(x_i)$, Eq. (10) from [27], extended to 10 quantities used in this work.
counts/photon. The value obtained by dividing the count rate under gamma peak with the calculated photon flux is $(0.2448 \pm 0.0033)$ counts/photon. With the help of EFFTRAN code \cite{28,29} the second value is corrected for X-γ coincidence summing with correction factor of 1.331 using all sample and detector parameters (distance to window, absorbers and with dead layer set to zero) as in the original measurement. The resulting value after the correction becomes 0.33 counts/photon, proving the EFFTRAN can be used for TCS with $^{125}$I.

Now the calculated FEP efficiencies (TCS corrected and uncorrected value) can be used for fine adjustment of the geometry parameters in MC simulation, by minimising the value of difference between the experimental and simulated quantities:

$$
\sigma = \sqrt{(\varepsilon_{\text{noTCS (sim)}} - \varepsilon_{\text{noTCS (exp)}})^2 + (\varepsilon_{\text{TCS (sim)}} - \varepsilon_{\text{TCS (exp)}})^2}
$$

Dead layer thickness was altered to account for different crystal to window distances. The final value obtained by this procedure is $\sigma = 0.0035$; that is considered within the uncertainty bounds of calculated efficiencies (for dead layer thickness 0.9 µm and window to crystal distance 5.5 mm). Comparison of measured and simulated spectra display very good agreement, not only for the main peaks but also for sum and X-ray escape peaks, Fig. 3. Dead layer thickness is an important parameter of MC simulations of low-energy detectors as it plays a significant role in TCS correction of X-ray-γ summing. The model is only a representation of the detector with best agreement to the experimental measurements. This is not necessary the reality, as the dead layer thickness is probably non-uniform \cite{30}; here uniform thickness representation was used.

### 4.3. Effects of geometry and absorbers

Comparison of the results with point sources (from the second batch) is shown in Fig. 7. All the measurements were undertaken using an 18 000 s counting time. Point sources had different $^{125}$I activities, with solution mass being proportional to the source activity; the higher activity of the source gives better counting statistics and thus lower uncertainties (at least in activity ranges presented here). The highest activity was around 250 Bq at the time of measurement, giving a detector dead time of less than 0.1%.

Fig. 8 illustrates a set of measurements with different detector–detector distances and three absorbers (0.75 mm Al absorber on one side, 1.45 mm Al absorber on one side and on both sides of the point source). The figure also shows normalised activities relative to the weighted mean of all measurements at different window to window distances (distance between the two HPGe detectors). When detectors are closer count rates are higher giving lower uncertainties. Table 3

### Table 2

Uncertainty budget ($k=1$) for 86 400 s measurement. Total uncertainty has been estimated as the square root of the sum of quadratic components (correlations neglected – conservative approach).

| The source of uncertainty                                      | Relative uncertainty of input quantity, $u(x_i)/x_i$ (%) | Relative sensitivity factor, $|\frac{\partial x}{\partial f_i}|$ | Relative uncertainty of output quantity, $u_i(y)/y$ (%) |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------|
| EGSnrc model                                                  | $Z_1$ 0.50                                            | 0.50                                                           | 0.25 0.35                                            |
|                                                               | $Z_2$ 0.50                                            | 0.50                                                           | 0.25 0.35                                            |
| Counting statistics in singles count rate                     | $N_1$ 0.20                                            | 0.73                                                           | 0.15 0.22                                            |
|                                                               | $N_2$ 0.20                                            | 0.79                                                           | 0.16 0.22                                            |
| Counting statistics in energy gated coincidence count rate    | $N_3$ 0.80                                            | 0.50                                                           | 0.40 0.64                                            |
|                                                               | $N_4$ 0.99                                            | 0.50                                                           | 0.50 0.50                                            |
| Counting statistics in coincidence count rate                 | $N_5$ 0.30                                            | 0.27                                                           | 0.08 0.11                                            |
|                                                               | $N_6$ 0.35                                            | 0.21                                                           | 0.07 0.11                                            |
| Difference between the two solutions (Eqs. (5a) and (5b))     | $N_{51}$ 0.42                                          | 1.00                                                           | 0.42 0.42                                            |
| Uncertainty in nuclear data                                   | $X_2$ 0.50                                            | 1.00                                                           | 0.50 1.04                                            |
|                                                               | $X_3$ 0.90                                            | 1.00                                                           | 0.90 1.04                                            |
| Total uncertainty, $u_i(y)/y$ (%)                             | 1.4                                                  |                                                                |                                                      |

Fig. 6. $^{125}$I point source spectra. Single detector spectrum (black), coincidence spectrum (red) and energy gated coincidence spectrum (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

parameters, and presented in a way similar that in \cite{15}, is given in Table 2; note that here sources of uncertainty are divided into six groups. Relative uncertainty of the MCs model used for the determination of parameters $z_1$ and $z_2$ is lower than the relative uncertainty of nuclear data. It was therefore considered pointless to attempt further refinement of that part. The main uncertainty contributions are coming from the uncertainties in energy gated coincidence count rates because of the low probability for detection of γ-ray and Kβ X-ray in two detectors and uncertainties in nuclear data.

The use of both Kα and Kβ X-rays in energy gated coincidence mode significantly improves counting statistics but introduces additional uncertainty in the final result that is harder to account for. Reasoning for this involves not only complicated peak area determination for Kα X-rays, but also harder relying on the assumption of equivalence between efficiencies on different energies, Eqs. (4a) or (4b); the result is an extension to over almost twice the energy range when compared to using only Kβ X-rays. If the source activity is high enough we thus recommend using only Kβ X-rays since this introduces less error. If both Kα and Kβ X-rays are going to be used $X_1$ needs to be changed to $X_1$ in Eq. (5).

### 4.2. Full energy peak efficiency

Calculation of the FEP efficiency on detector 1 using Eq. (8) and $\varepsilon = 0.9870$ from MC simulation, results in a value of $(0.3276 \pm 0.0033)$ counts/photon. The value obtained by dividing the count rate under gamma peak with the calculated photon flux is $(0.2448 \pm 0.0033)$ counts/photon. With the help of EFFTRAN code \cite{28,29} the second value is corrected for X-γ coincidence summing with correction factor of 1.331 using all sample and detector parameters (distance to window, absorbers and with dead layer set to zero) as in the original measurement. The resulting value after the correction becomes 0.33 counts/photon, proving the EFFTRAN can be used for TCS with $^{125}$I.

Now the calculated FEP efficiencies (TCS corrected and uncorrected value) can be used for fine adjustment of the geometry parameters in MC simulation, by minimising the value of difference between the experimental and simulated quantities:

$$
\sigma = \sqrt{(\varepsilon_{\text{noTCS (sim)}} - \varepsilon_{\text{noTCS (exp)}})^2 + (\varepsilon_{\text{TCS (sim)}} - \varepsilon_{\text{TCS (exp)}})^2}
$$

Dead layer thickness was altered to account for different crystal to window distances. The final value obtained by this procedure is $\sigma = 0.0035$; that is considered within the uncertainty bounds of calculated efficiencies (for dead layer thickness 0.9 µm and window to crystal distance 5.5 mm). Comparison of measured and simulated spectra display very good agreement, not only for the main peaks but also for sum and X-ray escape peaks, Fig. 3. Dead layer thickness is an important parameter of MC simulations of low-energy detectors as it plays a significant role in TCS correction of X-ray-γ summing. The model is only a representation of the detector with best agreement to the experimental measurements. This is not necessary the reality, as the dead layer thickness is probably non-uniform \cite{30}; here uniform thickness representation was used.
Fig. 7. Relative $^{125}\text{I}$ massic activities for different amounts of radioactive $^{125}\text{I}$ solution. Weighted mean value of the massic activities (Bq/kg) calculated for the four samples was used in the denominator to determine the relative massic activity. Vertical bars represent standard uncertainties ($k = 1$).

Fig. 8. Relative $^{125}\text{I}$ activities of a point source measured at different window to window distances (black) and with different Al absorbers (red). Vertical bars represent standard uncertainties ($k = 1$). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Al thickness (mm)</th>
<th>XCOM</th>
<th>EGSnrc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{\gamma}(K\beta)$</td>
<td>$L_{\gamma}(\gamma)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8304</td>
<td>0.8748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.6982</td>
<td>0.7721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows attenuation factors for K$\beta$ X-ray and $\gamma$-ray of $^{125}\text{I}$ (31.2 keV and 35.5 keV photon energies are compared) for two different Al thicknesses calculated using XCOM [31] and EGSnrc simulation. In the first case a simple ratio of $L/\gamma(K\beta)$ over $L/\gamma(\gamma)$ was obtained from XCOM calculations and used to estimate $\varepsilon$; this led to an underestimation of the differences in attenuation, considering that on average path lengths are greater than absorber thickness. An additional factor for consideration is the difference in photon attenuation in detectors dead layer, window and air (visible for zero absorber thickness).

Table 4

| Comparison of two different photon–photon coincidence counting methods for standardisation of $^{125}\text{I}$ activity. Measurement time is 18 000 s for both. Standard uncertainties ($k = 1$). |
|------------------|------------------|
| Method                        | Activity (Bq)    |
| Coincidence with HPGe detectors [Eq. (6)] | 298.4 $\pm$ 6.5 |
| Coincidence with NaI detectors [6]     | 300.0 $\pm$ 1.3  |

Fig. 9. $^{125}\text{I}$ gamma spectra measured by HPGe detector (black) and NaI(Tl) detector (red). Coincidence spectrum on NaI(Tl) detector is shown in blue. Low-level discriminator on both detectors is above XL-rays so those are not visible. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.4. Comparison to photon–photon coincidence with two NaI(Tl) detectors

In comparison with photon–photon coincidence counting measurements using two NaI(Tl) detectors the new method gives much higher uncertainties (Table 4). This is due to the fact that in the spectra obtained using NaI detectors all the lines are summed so the relative uncertainty of each input parameter is lower, and there are fewer input parameters for the same reason. Also when taking the energy gated coincidence spectrum, the additional energy condition significantly reduces the probability for coincidence events thus reducing the statistics. When applied to a pure $^{125}\text{I}$ source standardisation, photon – photon coincidence counting significantly outperforms the method proposed in this work, but it fails in the presence of impurities or mixture of radionuclides due to the poor energy resolution of NaI(Tl) detector (Fig. 9) and the need for total efficiency measurement.

Table 4 Comparison of two different photon – photon coincidence counting methods for standardisation of $^{125}\text{I}$ activity. Measurement time is 18 000 s for both. Standard uncertainties ($k = 1$).

5. Conclusion

When formulating this methodology the motivation was to develop a counterpart to the well-established NaI–NaI source standardisation method that would work with the HPGe coincidence system. The method displays some promising characteristics, such as good energy resolution enabling source standardisation measurement even in the presence of other radionuclides or impurities. Producing the most accurate, precise and time effective/fastest source standardisation was not the aim of this research. X-ray-(X-ray, gamma) coincidence counting method with two NaI detectors provides sufficient performance with a much simpler and cheaper detector system. Total uncertainty of the newly developed coincidence method for HPGe-HPGe system is around 1.5% compared to 0.3% for NaI–NaI method.

Low photon energies such as from $^{125}\text{I}$ are not routinely included in standard multi-gamma calibration solutions. Occasionally it might be considered useful to be able to perform an activity standardisation.
measurement and extend the efficiency curve of the detector system towards lower energies. The efficiency calibration of HPGe coincidence systems is very sensitive so this method (or equivalents for other nuclides) could therefore be used for calibration of such systems. In addition, it should be possible to extend the method to include other cascade emitting nuclides, expanding the applicability of HPGe–HPGe coincidence systems not only for low-level measurements (for which it has already been used), but also into the field of activity standardisation or absolute activity measurements.
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